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Drilling automation - how do we get more of it?
We don't have as much drilling automation as we should because our industry is uncomfortable with change
in a highly risky environment. Rather than address these risks through the novel approaches of automation,
it prefers to live with the risks it knows - delegates to a session on drilling automation at ATCE heard
In today's world we have cars where you turn
the key and it goes, delegates to the ATCE
Anaheim drilling automation session* heard.
We have pacemakers which automatically adapt to the person around them.
We have drilling on Mars supervised
from land.
We have Formula 1 cars which send information to remote engineers halfway
around the world and get instructions back.
We have dynamic positioning systems
on ships which keep it automatically on the
same precise position.
Yet we still drill our wells with a geologist at the well site, giving instructions
manually to the well site leader, who gives
instructions manually to the driller, and have
people manually screwing the drill pipe together.
We could have fully automated drilling
systems, where the geologist chooses exactly where to drill and drills there, with no
risks of miscommunication, or arguments
with the driller because he wants to break for
lunch.
We could have drilling systems which
automatically sense where people are and
*This is a report of a panel discussion at
SPE's recent Annual Technical
Conference and Exhibition in Anaheim
(session on November 14th at 9am,
'Drilling Automation - Where are the
Game Changers), which was organised at
at the suggestion of SPE's 2007 president
Abdul-Jaleel Al-Khalifa.
Moderated by Michael Sheppard,
Fellow, Schlumberger, the panel
members were David Reid, global
account vice president for E&P company
Technology and Business, National
Oilwell Varco;
Keith K. Millheim, Principal, Strategic
Worldwide (who previously held the
highest technical position in Anadarko
Petroleum, of distinguished advisor);
John Thorogood of Drilling Global
Consultant LLP (and previously chief
drilling engineer at Rosneft and Sakhalin
for BP); and Fionn Iversen, research
advisor, drilling and well modelling, with
the International Research Institute of
Stavanger.
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Delegates at the ATCE drilling automation conference discussed how we could get more drilling
automation systems in the oilfield. Photo courtesy National Oilwell Varco

make sure they are out of harms way. All
drilling jobs could be supervised by staff
with many years' drilling experience, located in their living rooms.
It would all be safer, more environmentally friendly, and faster.
Conference session chairman Mike
Sheppard, Schlumberger Fellow, said that
more use of drilling automation could lead
to improved safety, the ability to operate drill
rigs remotely, the ability to make more efficient use of existing expertise (because experts could monitor several drilling jobs at
once from their living rooms) and better use
of new expertise.
"We would be foolish to underestimate
the improvement in drilling efficiency - it's
a fundamental driver for automation," he
said. "We want to discuss the hurdles to automation and what are the game changers."

Moving it forward
Some companies are already taking a strong
lead with implementing drilling automation.
One example is Danish shipping and oil
company Maersk. "Every time they come to
us, they ask for complete automation," said
National Oilwell Varco's David Reid.
They ask for automation because they
have gained experience with it in their shipping business, and know how much it can

help. "They are one of the biggest shipping
companies because of automation," he said.
Perhaps national oil companies will
move faster to implement complete drilling
automation, where control over the entire
process is more concentrated in one organisation.
It will appeal to them if they can avoid
working with expensive foreign companies
and staff well sites with people from their
country, Dr Millheim said.
"If the Saudis can do with 10 rigs what
they could previously do with 40 rigs, think
what that will mean to them," he said.
"The game changer will be in Saudi
Arabia [Saudi Aramco] or Brazil [Petrobras];
they put $150m into it [and make it happen]."

Industry hates risk
Meanwhile we have an international oil and
gas industry perhaps not so beloved of risk
taking as it once was.
Our industry was founded by people
who loved the adrenalin rush they got from
extreme risk taking, but you couldn't say the
same about today's oil and gas environment.
Dr Millheim noted that today's oil and
gas employees are perhaps more reluctant to
take on risk than their predecessors, and few
people willing to champion new technolo-
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gies for the sake of it.
"We have to have champions. Champions are people who are crazy. There's no reward for being a champion," he said.
"There has been the culture 10 years
ago where people were able to take risks,"
said Mr Reid. "But there's a lot less belief in
it [today]."
Mr Reid noted that "People keep going
back to their company to apologise for an
idea that didn't go as well. Global implementation of new ideas is something we're struggling with in our industry."
"There's a declining desire to take risk,
and less people with a desire to make a difference," he said.
"We need people who understand - we
need to change the game and be willing to
take risks. We have technologies which are
so close."

Drilling automation systems. Photos courtesy National Oilwell Varco

Comfort
Dr Millheim also noted that the industry was
a bit too comfortable with the status quo. It
takes some aggressive competition to bring
out innovation, as we have seen in the automobile industry.
"Contractors have no reason to drill
faster. They get paid by the day," he noted.
"And when there's $90 oil the head of
the drilling company doesn't care how efficient the drilling is."
"I believe the problem is the structure
for drilling, with contractors, operators, subcontractors and manufacturers," he said.
"Who is going to lead the band for drilling
automation? Operators, contractors, subcontractors or manufacturers?"
"Show me the innovators here," he said.
"There are no real innovators. We have a system set up where the existing solution is
fine."
"We have an industry that can get away
with what it perceives the need to do, with
what it has available", noted Mr Thorogood,
"and there is a lot of growth potential."
"Companies have to recognise, we are
way too safe in some places," agreed Mr
Reid.

Crisis?
There was a small difference in opinion
about if we need a crisis to get automation
systems rolled out.
Mr Thorogood believes that systems
will only be implemented if there is a crisis,
"as with all great changes."
However Dr Millheim thinks, "if something is going to change - it can change gradually over time."
An audience delegate, from an oil major, said "I think we're in a crisis today. We're
in a number of geographies with a finite
4
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number of rigs."
Mario Zamora, manager of applied engineering with M-I SWACO, said that the industry is "always in crisis," but not a big
enough crisis yet to force change. "A crisis
that can make a difference is when we can
no longer do what we need without a
change," he said.
The 'crisis' in the drilling industry may
be the point where deepwater wells are so
complex they are impossible to control manually, Mr Zamora said. "That may be the crisis that pushes us over the other side."

ation as it should be.
Seabed drilling would require equipment which is perhaps simpler than a deepwater drillship or drilling platform above the
water.
The equipment required would be
much lighter, and would not need toughening up to cope with extreme weather conditions.
"But the forces of reaction are massive,
represented by the drilling contractors," he
said.

Like a car
Bigger is better?
Dr Millheim expressed the interesting view
that the industry is too focussed on grand billion dollar projects, such as deepwater offshore rigs, when most of the oil drilling
around the world needs smaller, less complex equipment.
"I'm a big sceptic about more complexity," he said. "We tend to want to get bigger
- people think that big is better. I'm worried
we're getting too clever for our own good.
"[People should be focussing on] how
do you make rigs smaller, lighter, easier to
maintain, make bits self sharpening."
"I understand what you're doing in the
North Sea - but many wells are not in the
North Sea, they are in much more impoverished places. 80 per cent of our rigs are on
land," he said.
This complexity is also a barrier to
more automation. "We have to simplify before we can automate," he said.
Mr Thorogood agreed with this view.
"Why do we always think that bigger is better?" he asked.
As an example, the industry is perhaps
not giving seabed drilling as much consider-

Dr Keith K. Millheim, principal of Global
Drilling Ltd, said that we need a drilling rig
which is as easy to drive as an automobile;
you just turn the key and drive it. "You don't
need all these tool pushers," he said.
"No-one has developed a system for
well control that says 'keep your hands off
the choke'," he said. "We could have automated well control today. Why don't we have
it?"
"Right
now
we
could have
a drilling
machine
like an automobile - if
we could
overcome
hurdles of
who does
what."
"We would be foolish to
underestimate the
However, "we improvement in drilling
efficiency - it's a fundamental
don't have
driver for automation" - Mike
enough
Sheppard, Schlumberger
R+D capac- Fellow.
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ity [to build it]," he said. "There are not
enough innovators."
We are almost there. "Directional
drilling has made drilling like driving a car,"
he said. "Anyone with reasonable skills with
90 days training can be a directional driller."
Mario Zamora, manager of applied engineering with M-I SWACO, noted that Formula 1 cars send data to a remote control
centre halfway around the world, and engineers send back information to the driver
about what buttons to push. "The car is programmed to slow down automatically for a
pit stop at exactly the right speed," he said.
However one audience delegate from
BP said that the car analogy was perhaps not
appropriate, because in this scenario, the oil
company is sitting in the back of the car asking the taxi driver to put in a new engine.
"We need to create a new [business] environment," he said.
Another audience member said,
"There's a horrifying idea when a geologist
knows what to do and runs the drilling tools.
But there's no reason why he can't do it."
"We can have a budget rig, which can
connect the people who want to go somewhere, with the desire to take them there."

David Reid, National Oilwell Varco
Many people's bad experience
with
automation in
the
past,
with things
which didn't
work
as
well as they
should have
done, serves
as a barrier
to
imple“Global implementation of
menting aunew ideas is something we're
tomated
struggling with in our
tools, said industry” - David Reid, global
David Reid, account vice president,
vice presi- National Oilwell Varco
dent of products, National Oilwell Varco, a
manufacturer of drilling tools.
"There's a lot of burnt fingers - so
there's a lack of enthusiasm, that's for sure,"
he said. "Experience should make us go forward."
Mr Reid told a story of National Oilwell Varco's experience selling iron roughnecks, tools to automatically screw drill pipe
together.
The systems were first made available
in 1975, he said, and a few people bought
them, but not a great deal.

The systems could be computer controlled in 1991, but that didn't change the
sales.
The tipping point didn't arrive until
2003 when Varco launched its ST-80 roughneck, which could screw drillpipe together
more safely, with higher quality, and most
importantly, faster. "It reduced the connection time from 2 minutes to 19 seconds," he
said.
"It was more reliable and affordable,"
he said.
The company sold the most iron roughnecks in 2007, a staggering 32 years after the
technology was originally launched.
Mr Reid was sceptical about the idea
of making drilling autonomous (ie the drill
runs by itself) rather than just automated.
"Autonomous drilling could be safer,
better quality and faster, but I think reliability is the area we would need to focus on developing," he said.
Autonomous drilling may also be very
expensive. "I don't know if it's affordable.
You reach a point where it's not giving you
the value," he said.

John Thorogood
John Thorogood,
a
drilling consultant who
previously
served as
chief
drilling engineer
at
Rosneft and
Sakhalin for
BP, said that
one of the
sticky
points is the “Investigating the social side
imperfect
of drilling operations is
somewhere we've really fallen
communication be- short” - John Thorogood,
Drilling Global Consultant
tween geologist, well site leader and driller, which
should probably be automated by now.
There has been a lot of research into
drilling, but perhaps too much of it has been
on the technical aspect and not enough on
the human aspects, he said.
"Investigating the social side of drilling
operations is some where we've really fallen
short," he said. "We don't teach how to command our operation."
"Until we can articulate what sort of decisions we make, we are going to face an uncertain future."
"How are we going to automate something where we don't understand how we

command and control."
Mr Thorogood told an interesting story
of BP's development in Wytch Farm, where
oil was found beneath a popular British
beach.
"We were going to do it in a traditional
way and build an artificial island off one of
Britain's best loved resorts," he said.
"John Browne said he wasn't going to
take the political flack, that's the wrong answer, go and find another way of doing this."
BP's solution was to drill the wells from
three miles inland, which would reach out
under the water to get to the oil.

Keith K Millheim
Dr Keith K Millheim, ex distinguished advisor with Anardarko Petroleum, the highest
technical position in the company, suggested
that a competition could be held between a
normal drilling rig and a completely automated rig, to see which could drill down to
10,000 feet the fastest.
Some companies have drawn direct
comparisons between conventional rigs, and
the most efficient and safe rigs available.
Once they have learned how to do it, they
find that they can drill three times faster with
just three people working on the job.
"If I could drill twice as many wells for
the same budget, the existing solution would
not look as attractive," he said.
Meanwhile the focus should be on determining what humans can't do very well,
and letting computers do it.
Technology is also available for managing mud which is not used, he said. "We've
had a mud [automation] system forever," he
said. "You can have a trouble free well."
There is a shortage of experts in mud,
and more automation of mud systems would
enable their expertise to be spread across
more wells. "This system is dying to be
made, then people can keep their hands off,"
he said.
Dr Millheim said that perhaps one of
the best ways to move drilling automation
forward is for more articles on the subject to
be published in magazines.
"I would say, there needs to be some
publications done to bring the full case of
applications of automation for offshore and
deep wells," he said.
"As the articles improve, you move towards closure on this issue. I encourage publishers to encourage articles to be done."
"We need at least a dozen articles in the
next year and a half. People in management
scan these articles."
"Take it out of the hands of the technocrats. Write articles that management can
understand," he said.
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Halliburton aids geosteering for Norsk
Hydro with new sensor

Chevron selects Schlumberger Petrel
software

www.halliburton.com

www.slb.com/Petrel
Chevron has selected Petrel seismic-to-simulation software as one of its "next generation" interpretation and earth modeling
frameworks.
The Petrel framework solution will be
integrated with Chevron's proprietary technology and deployed globally throughout its
E&P organisation.
Chevron will use Petrel to develop and
deploy proprietary geological and geophysical workflows and to standardise work
processes.
Chevron and Schlumberger are developing a new reservoir simulator called Intersect.
According to Chevron, the selection of
Petrel as one of its solutions complements
this development and will result in improved
seismic-to-simulation workflows.

Analyse the rock 18 feet around the drill bit
with Halliburton’s InSite Azimuthal Deep
Resistivity Sensor

Sperry Drilling Services has used its InSite ADR (Azimuthal Deep Resistivity) Sensor for the first time to optimise well placement on its Oseberg Field development project in the North Sea.
The sensor can detect changes in reservoir composition at ranges up to 18 feet and
in a 360 degree field of view, enabling engineers to make more accurate real time course
corrections.
It was possible to steer the well through
the most productive part of the reservoir
while maintaining a desired distance away
from the adjacent formations, thus ensuring
maximum production from the well, Halliburton reports.

Ikon Science expands QI teams
www.ikonscience.com
Ikon Science reports that it has added personnel and capability to its Quantitative Interpretation (QI) teams in Houston, Durham,
London and Perth.
The QI Group adds to Ikon's existing
Rock Physics-to-Reservoir expertise with integrated GeoPressure, Reservoir and Time

Lapse capabilities.
The Ikon QI Group now provides reservoir rock and fluid characterisations integrating all types of subsurface information. It also does geopressure analysis and Monte Carlo pore pressure prediction; fractured reservoir characterization; and time-lapse (4D)
reservoir monitoring.

Schlumberger to distribute
ThinAnywhere
www.slb.com
Schlumberger has acquired exclusive development and distribution rights to the oil and
gas sector for ThinAnywhere, a technology
which enables users to use company software applications and view company data
when they are traveling.
Schlumberger already has a system
called LiveQuest which enables users to access and share software applications when
they are traveling. It will make ThinAnywhere part of LiveQuest.
Using systems like this means that people do not have to have so much software installed on their mobile laptops. This means
that IT support is much easier, because the
only software which as to work on your laptop is a browser.
ThinAnywhere was developed by US
company Mercury International Technology,
Inc.

Developments at Paradigm
Maersk selects Geolog 6.7
www.pdgm.com
Paradigm's Geolog version 6.7, released so far
in beta only, has been selected by Danish company Maersk Oil as its corporate standard for
petrophysical analysis.
The new version will incorporate improved productivity and usability features, including a new module combiner that enables
users to more easily build, execute, record and
play back workflows.
It will also strengthen Geolog's multi-log
analysis and quality control (QC) capabilities
with multiple cross-plot and histogram views
and composite coherency plots and spidergrams, which can be used for development
fieldwork.
It will extend the current geosteering solution with 3D model support and a refresh capability, allowing the drilling engineer to evaluate the impact of real-time updates on the 3D
model.

GOCAD certified
Paradigm's GOCAD Suite Version 2.5, a reservoir engineering solution, has met the criteria
for the Microsoft Platform Test of Independent Software Vendor (ISV) Solutions both on
Windows 32 and Windows 64.
6
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The Microsoft certification applies to the
entire GOCAD Suite Version 2.5, including
the Base Module and more than 25 additional
companion products.
VeriTest, a testing service of Lionbridge
Technologies, conducted testing independently.

Chevron to integrate Paradigm
software

vide further technology development to support Chevron's specific E&P goals.
Chevron says it selected the Paradigm
Interpretation and Modeling solution for its
strong innovation and open integration framework.
Paradigm's technology will be deployed
globally throughout Chevron's E&P organisation and the Paradigm framework will be integrated with Chevron's proprietary technology.
Chevron has also reached a multi-year
agreement with Paradigm to extend its longstanding use of Paradigm's Geolog software,
for petrophysical data interpretation and
analysis.

Australian donation
Paradigm's Interpretation software - being
used by Chevron

Paradigm and Chevron have reached an agreement for the global deployment of Paradigm
Interpretation and Modeling software solutions to integrate with Chevron's proprietary
E&P systems.
Paradigm will partner with Chevron Energy Technology Company (ETC) to implement the solution worldwide as well as to pro-

Paradigm has donated USD $1 million worth
of Paradigm software to the Australian School
of Petroleum at the University of Adelaide.
The donation includes 10 Paradigm software solution applications that provide students with leading E&P subsurface imaging
technology.
Paradigm says the intent of the donation
is to equip tomorrow's industry leaders with
the latest geoscience technology and to support students as they pursue careers in this
field.
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Barco wins World Oil data visualisation
award

Schlumberger develops hydraulic
fracture diagnostics

www.barco.com

www.slb.com
Schlumberger has launched StimMAP
LIVE, a tool for visualising hydraulic fracture propagation.
The tool analyses microseismic events
created during the fracturing process, so it
can map fractures while they are being created.
It can help improve fracture treatment
effectiveness and maximise reservoir contact.
The service has already been extensively field tested in North America, and has led
to increased fracture treatment effectiveness
and gas recovery from unconventional resources, Schlumberger says.

Steve Lutz accepts the World Oil Best Data
Application / Visualization Award for Barco

Barco's XDS-1000 display management system has taken the top prize in "Best Data Application / Visualization" at the 2007 World
Oil Awards.
The XDS-1000, a display management
system for multi-channel projection systems
and display walls, creates an immersive, collaborative working environment.
Its integrated Windows XP desktop,
controlled by mouse and keyboard, simultaneously displays various data and video
sources in multiple mono and 3D stereo windows.
Because these sources can be locally
stored or networked, geographically distributed teams are able to share, distribute and
update content in real time.
They can also connect to the internet,
DVDs, 3D workstations, satellite TV, laptops
and high-resolution videoconferencing systems.
The XDS-1000 system is currently being used in Shell's visualization centers
across the world and in Schlumberger's
Training Center. StatoilHydro in Norway
and ADMA and ADCO in United Arab Emirates also use Barco's display management
system.

were presented by Morten Loktu, senior vice
president for research and development in
StatoilHydro, during the Technoport awards
in Trondheim on 17 October.
StatoilHydro's researcher prize is
awarded annually to an external researcher
or institution in Norway that has carried out
work of significant importance to the group.

ARKeX builds third BlueQube System
www.arkex.com

StatoilHydro researcher prize for 4D
seismic
www.statoilhydro.com
Professor Martin Landrø, professor in applied geophysics at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) in
Trondheim, has been awarded StatoilHydro's
2007 researcher prize for his work in 4D
seismic imaging.
Prof Landrø was a key player in the
first trials of 4D seismic on the Gullfaks
field.
The qualifying and further development of the technology has led to improved
recovery and an increase in value of NOK 6
billion (USD $1.1bn) per year from Gullfaks
alone.
He has also supervised 50 students pursuing a master's degree in geophysics, many
of whom are now employees of StatoilHydro.
The prize of NOK 200,000 (USD
$37,000) and an artwork by Steinar Hansen

ARKeX has ordered its third BlueQube aerial
survey system

ARKeX, a Houston company which conducts gravity, magnetic, video, and optical
sensing (LiDAR) surveys for oil and gas
companies by light aeroplane, has ordered a
third plane with its BlueQube aerial surveying system inside it.
This increase in capacity will help to
meet increasing demand for ARKeX's technology and services and follows the delivery
of ARKeX's second plane in July 2007.
It has also won its first survey contract
outside North America, for an oil and gas
client in West Africa.
BlueQube is ideal for gaining a better
understanding of the sub-surface geology in
Africa, the company says.
The survey is due to start later this year
and the third plane with BlueQube technology will be delivered in the first half of 2008.

Sign up to our free e-mail newsletter at
www.digitalenergyjournal.com
Receive the latest
news and feature
articles in your inbox
every Monday
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Geotrace - one integrated database
Geotrace is promoting an idea of a single integrated database for all oil company information.
We interviewed CEO Bill Schrom
Houston reservoir data management company Geotrace has a vision that oil and gas
companies can have a single unified database covering the whole of their exploration
and production activity, from seismic, geology, petrophysics, production engineering to
reservoir simulation.
Geotrace is not the only company on
the market with such an offering, but Bill
Schrom, CEO, believes that the company's
edge rests on how well all of the components
are integrated.
"We feel that we have better integration
than the competitors," he says.
"It gets very hard to do an integrated
subsurface image. Lots of companies do this
in silos."
"We wanted to integrate all kinds of data, starting with seismic," says Andrei
Bezhentsev, managing director of Geotrace's
subsidiary company Tigress Solutions in
Tyumen, Russia, where much of the development work is done.
"The idea is to have one integrated
database for the company, including seismic
data, log data, well data, mapping, project
data, production engineering, simulation data, external data, and asset data."
Tigress has a sophisticated production
reporting system. It also has a reservoir simulator and petrophysics software.
Tigress has an office in Tyumen, Russia, to do software localization and maintenance.
Tigress developed a system to move data in and out
of the database efficiently,
which
it
calls
Tigress Import Export
System
(TIES).
It has a
special
technology
"The idea is to have one
called
integrated database for the
'dropbox',
company" - Andrei
where all of Bezhentsev, managing
the files are director of Geotrace's
put in a subsidiary company Tigress
folder for Solutions.
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import that will be done all in a batch.
The software can also cojoin with and
pull data from Landmark's OpenWorks,
Petris' Recall and Schlumberger's GeoFrame.
In a separate development, Geotrace
has just launched a service called 'bandwidth
extension', to help oil and gas companies
make use of the higher and lower frequencies of their seismic data, supported by their
well log / wireline data.
This service enables oil and gas companies to get a much higher resolution image of their reservoirs.
"Historically you could see a 100ft
sand, with this, you can see 10ft sand," says
Mr Schrom.

Building on Tigress
Geotrace's offering combines its seismic and
wireline data processing ability with the software of Tigress Geosciences, a UK company it acquired in September 2006.
Tigress Geosciences is recognized as a
market leader in the creation of databases
with the capability to hold a wide range of
exploration and production data.
By combining Tigress' data management systems and software, with Geotrace's
seismic and wireline data processing, "We
do the whole thing and tie it all together,"
says Mr Schrom says.
Tigress originally developed its database system in the 1980s, as a project to
build a database of North Sea Oil data, which
was led by Shell, Enterprise Oil, and the UK
Government Department of Trade and Industry.
Tigress has since been engaged in a major project to gather together all of the available data about the vast Kirkuk oilfield in
Iraq into one database.
Tigress has built databases of the North
Sea, including 1255 wells and 3500 logs.
Another was built for a Houston company
incorporating 65,000 wells.
In another project, it built a database of
the Samotlor Field in Russia, operated by
TNK-BP, which has 17,000 wells and 35
years of production history.
"It's a distributed database. There are
no practical limits to how big it can be," says
Mr Bezhentsev. "You can use it for day to
day production management."

"We feel that we have better integration than
the competitors" - Bill Schrom, CEO, Geotrace.

Tigress has a sophisticated production
reporting system. It also has a reservoir simulator and petrophysics software.
Tigress has an office in Tyumen, Russia, with software development and maintenance functions.

Geotrace background
Geotrace has come a long way since its
founding as a 2D seismic data processing
company for US customers in 1979.
Mr. Schrom joined the company as
CEO in 2003, and has pushed the company
to operate internationally.
"When I started, we had offices in Denver, Dallas and Houston. Now we have offices in Norway, London, Cairo and Trinidad
with marketing representation in Venezuela,
Brazil and Colombia," he says.
"We just opened an office in Dubai we're expanding in the Middle East."
Mr Schrom was previously head of the
Western Hemisphere with Western Atlas, a
seismic company acquired by Baker Hughes
in 1998.
Geotrace's CFO and COO were also
previous Western Geophysical executives.
Geotrace has another UK operation,
Geotrace UK Ltd, which "ties up" seismic
data using wireline data and doing more with
the high frequency component of seismic data, Mr Schrom says.
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Petris - $8m to $13m revenue growth in a year

Oil and gas IT company Petris was recently recognised by the Houston Business Journal as one of the fastest
growing technology companies in Houston,following annual revenue growth from $8m in 2005 to $13m in 2006
Oil and gas IT company Petris increased its
annual revenues from $8m in 2005 to $13m
in 2006, earning itself a position in the top
ten fastest growing energy related technology companies in Houston in terms of revenue growth, in recent figures published by
Houston Business Journal.
The Houston Business Journal also rated Petris the 32nd fastest growing for percentage growth.
The company now has about 115 staff,
with a headquarters in Houston, offices in
London, Toulouse (France) and Calgary with
resellers all around the world.
Vice president David Archer says that
the bulk of the growth was new software
sales.
Companies increasingly recognise the
challenge of connecting together all of their
data in different storage systems, and recognise that Petris has a good solution, says Mr
Archer.
The flagship software, PetrisWINDS
Enterprise, helps oil and gas companies find
the data they are looking for, from their corporate data stores.
Whether the software is stored in Halliburton's OpenWorks, Schlumberger's Finder, formats such as PPDM, or other formats,
PetrisWINDS can enable users to find what
they are looking for quickly and work with
the data.
"We provide a means to interact with
the data. We can help give access to data
where the customers have it," he says.
Mr Archer likens this to the way
Google helps people find what they are looking for on the internet.
Google knows how to search deep inside websites for the information someone
might be looking for. In the same way, Petris
knows how to search inside different company data stores.
Connecting data stores together is a tedious and complex integration, but Petris already has the work done. "We enable you to
see the data, without knowing what's under
the cover," he says.
"We're not trying to replicate the bigger software companies," says Mr Archer.
"But we're providing a better way to work.
"Our strengths are understanding technology and data integration. We make it
much easier for the data integrator."
Petris believes that in the future, oil and
gas companies will still have their data in
different databases around the world and

need to access it from all around the world;
the challenge is connecting them all together, not trying to persuade companies to actually integrate their databases.
"We bet that the world will continue to
be heterogeneous," he says.
Petris works in close partnership with
Landmark, because the Petris Recall software is used to manage well logs on Landmark's PetroBank software for master raw
data storage, including seismic data.

Three tiers
There is perhaps a pattern emerging about
how oil and gas companies will manage and
access their data in the future, with a three
tiered system.
The bottom tier will be the data stores,
with companies having their data stored in
different ways, formats and systems.
The middle tier will be connecting the
data together - this is where PetrisWINDS
will be used.
The top layer will be the user interface
and workflows, how people actually work
with the data.
Although Petris makes user interfaces
and workflow tools, it readily accepts that
people might prefer to use other software
packages for this, for example Microsoft's
Business Intelligence tools.

Petris software applications
Petris also has a range of other software,
which it is developed in house or acquired
going across the life cycle of the well from
exploration to divestiture or the pipeline.
It has made three large software acquisitions since 2005, each, coincidentally, announced in June of the year.
In June 2007, Petris acquired Production Access' Operations Center software,
which can be used to manage operational data for drilling, well work and production operations, incorporating all of the data with
company financials, reporting and business
decision making tools.
Operations Center is a complete integration of the drilling and production business from the point of daily management information, allocations and efficiency gains
through trend analysis.
Petris intends to further integrate the
solution into its larger client base and to introduce the former PA clients to other Petris
solutions.
In June 2006, Petris acquired the Mau-

rer Drilling
Software
Suite from
Noble Technology Services, which
can be used
for well planning, engineering studies, analysis,
reporting,
and
trou- “We make it much easier for
the data integrator” - David
bleshooting
problems be- Archer, VP, Petris.
fore they become critical. It has since been
re-written and named PetrisWINDS DrillNET. The software has 20 modules sharing
a common database.
This is the company's only foray to date
into engineering software.
And in June 2005, Petris acquired the
well known Recall well log storage and analytics suite from Baker Hughes.
The company is still on the look-out for
more acquisitions. "We plan to grow more
organically and through acquisitions. Our
eyes are open," Mr Archer says.
Some of the financing for future acquisitions will be from a West coast investment
company.
"We're looking for solutions that fill out
the upstream domain, look like they can benefit from integration with PetrisWinds Enterprise, and are good investments," he said.
"We're looking for solutions that can give us
leaps of capability."

Pipelines
There is a further business angle around
pipeline information services.
Petris makes tools for pipeline companies, which allow them to quickly respond
to a request for information from government agencies, about if they have a pipeline
close to a proposed development.
Customers include pipeline operators
Kinder Morgan and Enbridge.
Most US states have a system called
'One Call' which people are legally obliged
to call before engaging in new construction
work, to check the work will not hit any
pipelines.
The request goes to a central government run centre in each state, which then
sends requests to all companies which may
have a pipeline in the area.
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Rechargeable batteries for high temp drilling
French speciality battery manufacturer Saft has created the first ever rechargeable battery that can
operate at temperatures up to 125 degrees C, for use in logging while drilling equipment.
French battery manufacturer Saft has developed the first ever rechargeable battery
which can be used in logging while drilling
(LWD) tools which operate at 125 degrees
C.
Several oil and gas service companies
including Weatherford are closely involved
in the development process.
By using rechargeable batteries, the
batteries can be continually charged up
downhole, by running the mud across a turbine.
A continuously recharged battery does
not need to be as large as the single use batteries used presently, which need to store
enough power to last until the next trip without a recharge.
So it does not take up so much precious
space inside the downhole drilling equipment.
Saft's customers have said that other
battery manufacturers are also trying to
make a rechargeable battery for drilling
which works at 125 degrees C, but they are
"nowhere near in terms of the battery capacity or number of cycles [it can be charged /
discharged for before it needs to be disposed
of]," says Antoine Brenier, business development manager for the speciality battery
group at Saft.
"We are confident to be the only one
with this product for a number of years."
Customers also like the fact that Saft
creates the batteries and packages them together in 'staves' ready to insert in the
drilling equipment at the same factory, he
says.
"Customers say they have been waiting
for this for many years," he says. "Customers
are already asking for a battery which can go
at over 125 degrees!"
The battery will actually work safely at
135 degrees (there is a 10 degree margin of
error). However the efficiency will drop off
quickly as temperature is increased. At 140
degrees it will stop working altogether.
Saft also anticipates that the battery can
be used for equipment used in well completion.
The development challenge has mainly
been creating a battery which can be
recharged at high temperature; it has been
possible to create rechargeable batteries
which could discharge at high temperatures
for a number of years, but they could not be
charged up again.
Saft has also developed a new single
10
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use battery which can operate efficiently at
temperatures of 150 degrees C, which can
withstand temperatures of up to 165 degrees.
The batteries started field trials with a
leading player in MWD in September 2007,
and the trials will run until Jun 2008, when a
'C' sized battery will be made available on
the market. A 'D' sized battery will be released in October 2008.

Benefits
Until now, LWD equipment which needed to
operate at 125 degrees C could only use single use batteries.
Using single use batteries in LWD is a
large potential expense for drillers.
The cost of a set of single use batteries
for LWD can be as much as $4,000, plus the
cost of transporting them to the wellsite, says
Mr Brenier.
If the batteries go flat while the drilling
is going on, the operator needs to do a trip
to change them, using many hours of expensive rig time.
Also if drilling equipment is tripped for
another reason but the batteries are still half
charged, the operator will normally choose
to replace them anyway.
For example, if the battery last 10 hours
but a trip is made every 6 hours, the battery
must be replaced after 6 hours.

About LWD and batteries
Typically, LWD measurements are made
while drilling is interrupted to add another
length of drill pipe.
So, in the case of a rechargeable battery, it can be charged up during drilling,
ready to take measurements when the
drilling is stopped.
Typical measurements include acceleration in different directions; rotation speed;
type and severity of vibration; downhole
temperature and pressure; torque on bit; mud
flow volume.
LWD will also measure the properties
of the formation, including density, porosity,
resistivity, permeability.
The data is sent up to the surface by
pulses in the mud, or electromagnetics.
A large chunk of battery power is used
for the data communications. "Data is very
power greedy," Mr Brenier says. "It's not as
power greedy to sense."
Saft specialises in making batteries for
special purposes; its products are used on
space satellites, subsea equipment / remote

operated vehicles, pigs
(for checking
pipe), space
equipment,
missiles,
buoys and
military radios.
It constructed the
world's
largest battery, or farm
of batteries, Saft has developed batteries
based in Fair- for high temperature logging
banks, Alas- while drilling equipment
ka, which can which can be recharged by
mudflow over a turbine. So no
supply
more interrupting drilling to
26MW for 15 replace a single use battery
minutes.
These challenges are comparatively
easy compared to building a battery to work
in drilling, Mr Brenier says.
"Oil drilling is one of the most demanding environments for a battery, due to the
very strong vibration, high temperatures, and
shocks involved - the drillbit is vibrating and
shocking continuously," he says.
The battery system needs to be carefully designed to make best available use of the
space.
For drilling, Saft uses batteries which
are nearly the same size as household "C"
batteries, each 3.6 volts.
The batteries are piled up to 20 high
and put in an epoxy tube, called a 'stave' (see
photo). The staves are arranged in a ring, and
the mud can flow through the middle of the
ring.
The stave also has some electronics to
make sure all of the batteries in the stave are
charged at equal rates.
The mud flow will cool the battery, but
temperature will quickly rise when the mud
flow is stopped to screw in a new piece of
drill pipe.
Saft has been researching ways to make
a rechargeable battery that would work at
high temperatures since November 2006, at
its research and development centre in Bordeaux, France.
To make the battery able to operate at
the higher temperatures, Saft has altered the
chemical composition of the electrodes and
the electrolyte. It has also changed the mechanical design.
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Wescorp Energy unveils oil
management solution
www.wescorpenergy.com
Wescorp Energy has launched its operations
and maintenance Oil Management Solution,
a field engineering and process management
system.
The system comprises a standard set of
processes which oil and gas companies can
use to manage information in the field, such
as flow rates, leak detections, compliance
records, oil composition, employee locations, equipment manuals, maintenance
completed.

Honeywell equipment monitoring
service

www.honeywell.com/ps
Honeywell, in collaboration with SKF, has
introduced a new remote equipment monitoring service, called OneWireless Equipment Health Monitoring (EHM).
The solution wirelessly transmits data
about equipment, including vibration amplitude, temperature, acceleration, and operating parameters, from the field to the plant
control room.
In the control room, the data can be
analysed to help reduce equipment failures
and lower maintenance costs through predictive diagnostics.
Honeywell has developed a special
wireless communications device which can
be attached to the piece of equipment.
This is often a much easier way to monitor the health of the equipment, than going
over to it with a manual vibration device.
Honeywell also produces health monitoring software, which can analyse the data
from the equipment and make diagnostics,
for example of probable bearing defects,
misalignment, pump cavitations and impeller wear.
The software can then translate the data into alarms that can be configured to appear in the plant's distributed control system
(DCS).
Honeywell is offering OneWireless
EHM starter kits, which contain everything
necessary to wirelessly monitor between
four and eight plant assets.

CB&I extends use of aspenONE
www.aspentech.com
Oil and gas engineering and construction
company CB&I (Chicago Bridge & Iron
Company) has signed a new multi-year license extension for AspenTech's aspenONE
process engineering software suite.
aspenONE can be used to design oil
and gas facilities, refineries and chemical
plants. Components include Aspen Plus, for
12
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chemical industry process simulation, and
Aspen HYSYS for process modeling in exploration and production.
The software provides information
about how the plant and equipment will behave.
AspenTech has put together a flexible
licensing system for CB&I, which enables
users across the company to access its full
range of applications, paying only for when
they use it.

SensorTran's software for
temperature sensing

www.sensortran.com
SensorTran, a company based in Austin,
Texas that makes distributed temperature
sensing systems, has launched new software
which can be used to manage the data generated.
The software can be used to visualise
and interpret the data, and manage data communication and storage.
It can also present information about
alarms.
The software can be used to monitor
temperature changes over time, or see what
the temperature was at a certain point in the
past.
The distributed temperature system can
be used to measure the temperature across
oil wells, pipelines, and storage tanks.

Landmark & Engineous workflow
management tool

www.halliburton.com
Halliburton's software division Landmark
has built an open software platform, AssetConnect, that allows E&P companies to plug
multiple applications into a single user interface and then run automated production
workflows.
Landmark developed AssetConnect in
partnership with Engineous, a company that
develops software designed to integrate
workflows in a unified environment, while
also automating them.
It allows production engineers and asset managers to design or operate fields and
wells using end-to-end models of the entire
producing system - starting with reservoirs
and continuing through production facilities.
For example, AssetConnect software
can create a workflow to replace a simple
process like a well-performance analysis.
It could also replace complex functions
like field-wide optimization processes for
mature assets.
The product also enables the use of existing models, while adding the ability to automatically run numerical optimizations or
large-scale Monte Carlo analyses.

Germanischer Lloyd opens office in
Bangkok
www.germanlloyd.de

Opening of Germanischer Lloyd's new office
in Thailand. At the opening: Lutz Wittenberg
(left), managing director industrial services,
and Somthai S.Tavechoke (right), GL’s country
manager Thailand

Classification society Germanischer Lloyd
has founded a new subsidiary, Germanischer
Lloyd Industrial Services Thailand Ltd, to
offer inspections and asset management
services to the oil and gas industry.
Services on offer include design certification of technical plants, third party inspections (TPI), risk-based inspections
(RBI), asset integrity management (AIM),
risk studies and certification of management
systems.
The company will be active in the
country's upstream, midstream (LNG and
gasification), transmission, distribution and
utilisation markets.
The office will be headed by Somthai
S. Tavechoke, who holds an MBA from the
University Thai Commercial Chamber and
previously spent nine years working for
Technip Engineering Ltd.

Ziebel and Inventech Energy join
forces

www.inventechenergy.com
www.ziebel.biz
Intelligent wells company Ziebel of Stavanger, Norway, has announced plans to acquire Inventech Energy, a company based in
Tulsa, Oklahoma, which helps oil and gas
companies manage liquid flow.
The acquisition will be completed by
January 2008.
Inventech has create a flow assurance
system for horizontal wells, including inflow
control devices (which can be adjusted remotely) and software, which can help keep
the liquid flowing.
Inflow control devices, normally used
together with sand screens, can be used to
control water and gas coning, and water and
gas breakthrough, by adjusting draw down
(rate of pressure change) along the horizontal well section.
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Larsen Oil & Gas use AVEVA Marine
solutions
www.aveva.com
International drilling and production contractor Larsen Oil & Gas will use AVEVA
Marine solutions to design and construct the
world's largest jack-up platform.
It is currently being built at Jurong
Shipyard Pte in Singapore, at a cost of USD
$440m.
Larsen Oil & Gas specialises in the development, construction and operation of semi-submersibles and jack-up drilling platforms, FPSOs and mobile combined drilling
and production platforms.
The platform, which will be simultaneously used for drilling and production in water depths to 150 meters in harsh environments, has to comply with rules and regulations of the stringent Norwegian sector.
Larsen says AVEVA Marine will help it
deliver the efficiency, accuracy and collaboration needed to complete a project of this
magnitude and complexity within a demanding project schedule.

Schlumberger partners with
MetaCarta, Moblize

www.moblize.com
Schlumberger has acquired exclusive distribution rights to the oil and gas sector for the
MetaCarta map-based geographic information search technologies.
MetaCarta search technology combines
map-driven geographic search, geographic
referencing, temporal filtering and data visualisation capabilities, for both structured
and unstructured content, making that content "location-aware".
This enables geoscientists and engineers to rapidly find and display relevant data in the context of their area of interest.
Schlumberger will acquire all existing
contracts for MetaCarta in the oil and gas
sector, resulting in a single source for sales
and support of this technology in the industry.
Schlumberger has also announced an
agreement to 'partner' with remote equipment monitoring and surveillance company
Moblize.
The two companies will work together
offering services for gas well lifecycle management, initially for US onshore wells.
Data is gathered from field equipment
using Moblize's "Kanak" solution and fed into Schlumberger's "ProductionWatcher"
software, which can be used to work out
what is happening with the well, check for
liquid loading and monitor production rate
decline.

Roxar's Version 6.4 of its Tempest reservoir simulation software.

Roxar launches Tempest 6.4

Knowledge Reservoir partnerships

www.roxar.com
Roxar has released version 6.4 of its Tempest software suite for reservoir simulation.
The new version can do faster simulation
runs, in greater detail.
It has better compatibility with other
simulation models, and improved its capability to display results from other simulation engines, Roxar says.
It is also easier to run existing Eclipse
input datasets.
Users can model the injection of steam
into their fields using this version of Tempest.
They can add tracers to reservoir components to follow the movement of fluids
around the field.
Users can upgrade to this version from
previous versions at no additional cost.
There are four separate modules to
Tempest: Tempest-More, a full field simulator; Tempest-View, a graphical interface program; Tempest-PVTx, a fluid characterization program; and Tempest-Venture, for economic evaluation.

www.knowledge-reservoir.com
Knowledge Reservoir and Roxar have announced a non exclusive partnership
arrangement to provide production and
reservoir surveillance jointly services to their
clients, combining Knowledge Reservoir's
"right time" production and reservoir surveillance services, called RightTime Analysis Service or RTAS, and Roxar's subsurface
monitoring and analysis services, called Integrated Reservoir and Production Management or iRPM.
Together, the two companies will deliver to customers "Roxar iRPM Services supported by RTAS from Knowledge Reservoir."
Since May 2007, the two companies
have been working closely with a mutual
client to monitor and analyse permanent
downhole sensor data generated by Roxar
from a complex field in the Norwegian
North Sea.
This project involved data access and
transfer, monitoring, analysis, interpretation
and report generation for the Norway-based
client with work performed remotely from
Houston.
Knowledge Reservoir is also partnering with Louisiana company NSI Upstream,
which produces the NSI Oil Field Commander well and facility management software.
This is now used as a standard part of
Knowledge Reservoir's Right Time Analysis
Service.
The two companies have successfully
worked together on multiple client engagements to deliver production and reservoir
surveillance services.
Knowledge Reservoir has also announced the opening of a new West Coast
Division office in Bakersfield, California,
managed by Kenneth Baird, a geophysicist
and geologist.

Invensys flow simulation software
upgrade

www.invensys.com
Invensys has launched a new version of its
multiphase flow simulation software
Pipephase.
With the latest version, 9.2, you can
drag and drop of multiphase flow model parameters such as wellhead pressures, Gas Oil
Ratios, PVT data, pipeline diameters, and
IPR constants, directly into Excel spreadsheets, and the simulator will work on the
data in the spreadsheet.
The software can be used for a wide
range of different tasks, such as a sensitivity
analysis for a parameter in a single well, to
modeling an entire field over several years.
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Regulators - share your software
Oil and gas regulators around the world would benefit from more co-operation, particularly because they
could share their investments in reporting software, says Stewart Robinson, Energy Resources Consultant
with the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
By Stewart Robinson, Energy Resources Consultant with the UK Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
Regulators of oil provinces around the world
all share the same overall goals of exploiting their oil province and maximising the
revenue.
Whilst there may be some competition
amongst these regulatory bodies for the exploration and development budgets of the
multi-national oil companies, the work they
do is effectively the same.
They need to attract oil companies via
concessions rounds, regulate the exploration
work, ensure they are complying with sensible environmental and safety processes and
importantly monitor production and raise
taxes.
The needs of governments around the
world for issuing a drilling permit, a production consent or collecting well completion
data cannot be that different. There must be
a lot of data that is common.
If the work we do as regulators is essentially the same, and there is little competitive advantage, why can't we cooperate
more?
Our lives and certainly those of our colleagues in the oil companies would be much
easier if there were standard ways of communicating.
Most regulatory operations are generic,
in that the bulk of what the UK does is almost identical to what most other regulators
around the world will do.
Because there are benefits to the DTI if
its technology is used elsewhere then, within reason, DTI would make available to other governments or National Oil Companies
some of its developed code.
Using DTI developed code, to build
and deploy a regulatory system that comprised a licensing system, a drilling permits
system and a production reporting system,
which included automatic generation of contracts and permits, receipt of data in industry
standards such as WITSML and PRODML,
and links to web sites for release of data
would take just 3 to 4 man years of suitable
qualified people.

Role of regulators
For a generic regulatory body the minimum
set of functions are probably maintaining li-
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censing / concessions data; running a basic
permitting system for seismic operations,
wells and drilling operations; notifying well
numbers; production reporting; supervising
well completions, and support for environmental issues.
The regulator needs to decide how
much data is to be collected and this depends
on the nature of the regulatory regime to be
applied.
In the UK experience has shown that a
light regulatory regime with close collaboration with the oil industry works very well. In
other countries a different approach works.
Whichever route is chosen it is very
likely that the functions will be similar, the
meta data describing different entities will
be the same and what will change will be the
detailed data requirements and the internal
administrative processes.

Storing and releasing high quality
data

“Governments can freely use software
developed by the UK for oil and gas
reporting,” says Stewart Robinson, Energy
Resources Consultant, UK DTI

Another set of functions involves bulk data
and many regulators are setting up national
data repositories (NDRs).
Having established an NDR (and this is
not necessarily a trivial exercise) it can be
used as the basis for releasing data.
Selecting a supplier and setting up the
NDR is not the major problem, the problems
are all to do with the data.
For the data to be useful users need to
have confidence in its accuracy. This requires sound business processes and data
quality standards.
This can be achieved by having an active regulatory regime and using professional data release agents.
The web is going to be a very important factor as is having digital exchange standards for moving data around the web.

some collaboration on developing standards
for these.
The emergence and growing acceptance of the WITSML and PRODML standards from Energistics provides an excellent
opportunity for this work to begin in anger.
DTI believes that it has developed a
powerful software tool that will allow oil
regulatory systems to be built very quickly
at relatively lower cost than traditional methods.
It is happy to share this software with
other regulatory bodies in the belief that this
will reduce overall support costs which can
be shared.
DTI also believes that by developing
standard reporting and consenting procedures around WITSML and PRODML has
the potential for significant cost saving and
business efficiency.

Standards

The UK's Oil Portal

There is no competitive advantage in developing discrete standards for meta data (well
names, field names) for application data (geological tops, well locations etc) or for reporting (production data, well completion
data).
For years we have been trying to get

In the UK the DTI has developed a UK Oil
Portal for managing the regulatory process
between the government and the oil industry.
There is a central database, which oil
companies can provide data into.
The data can be automatically supplied
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to other government departments, and used
to populate the government's environmental
data repository and monitoring site (EEMS)
and UK's National Data Repository
("DEAL").
Oil companies use the Portal for requesting consents for oil and gas operations
on the North Sea.
It is also used to issue regulatory enforcement notices.
In the UK the DTI has made all of these
processes electronic by the use of digital certificates.
The UK are completely paperless but
the system handles paper just as easily.
The system electronically handles the
key business processes that make government procedures efficient.
This includes well numbering (quite often a nightmare); notifying when wells are
spudded, abandoned, completed; notifying
when well, or concession, ownership
changes; the whole well completion process,
catalogues of well logs; and annual field returns, monitoring production against consents.

DTI's software methodology
All of the UK DTI regulatory systems will
be web enabled, via the UK Oil Portal, by
March 2008. Most of them are already web
enabled now.
The regulatory systems include:
• issue of exploration and development
licences
• issue of seismic consents
• issue of drilling consents
• issue of production consents, such as
production and flaring
• issue of pipeline consents
• monitoring well operations workovers, abandonments
• monitoring oil and gas production
• monitoring field operations, annual
field reports
• issuing environmental permits
• monitoring environmental incidents,
oil spills
• managing decommissioning process
for platforms and pipelines
The DTI has achieved all of the above
by building a set of components that build
these systems very quickly.
These components are generically

called FOX.
In line with UK government IT policy, FOX
is freely available as open source software,
the site is www.foxopen.com.
This means these components do not
cost you any money but it is likely that initially some guidance in their use will be
needed.
DTI uses a rapid development methodology for building its applications, which is
based around building prototypes and iterating towards solutions.
This does make it a little difficult to
provide real estimates of how long it will
take to build applications.
DTI has a set of parameters for how
long it takes to build systems which it may
be prepared to share.
DTI is convinced that the technology
and its rapid development methodology delivers systems significantly quicker and
more cost effectively than the traditional
methods. I welcome any comments or expressions of interest.
Contact Stewart Robinson
(00 44) 207 215 5165

Developments with the SPE IT technical
section
Work of the Society of Petroleum Engineers'
IT Technical Section continues to move
ahead, says Mehrzad Mahdavi, chairman of
the section.
The section aims to work in the cross
section of IT and oil and gas - that is to say,
in the area where the realms of information
technology professionals and oil and gas
professionals intersect.
"We have IT professionals in this industry with no idea of what the industry is about,
and oil and gas professionals with no idea of
what IT is all about," he says.
Over 10,000 SPE members have indicated that they are interested in IT, Mr MahSPE's IT Technical Section board members include:
Don Moore, vice president and chief information officer, Occidental Petroleum
Intl; Gary Masada, CIO, Chevron Corporation; Patrick Hereng, CIO, Total;
Steve Comstock, VP Upstream Technical
Computing - ExxonMobil; Washington
Salles, CIO, Petrobras; Mehrzad Mahdavi, vice president, Enterprise Security
Services, Schlumberger (chairman).

davi says.
The board held a meeting at the end of
November this year, to review how the projects are growing.
Shasta Stephenson, a SPE staff member, has been assigned the role of supporting
the IT technical section and can be contacted at SPE headquarters in Houston.

ence room straight into the exhibition.
The focus will be on demonstrating
what IT can do, such as help increase production.
Assistance will be given by the Society
of Exploration Geophysicists (SEG) and
geophysical society of Houston (GSH).

Are IT managers engineers?
Digital Energy conference
The Section is involved in planning the annual Houston Digital Energy conference, organised by the Society of Petroleum Engineers Gulf Coast Section.
The event will be held in 2008, on May
20-21, at Houston Westchase Marriott. The
target will be 1000 visitors, compared to 750
last year.
After the 2007 event, some attendees
said that the venue was too large and not
very convivial, with the exhibition hall too
far away from the conference, Mr Mahdavi
said.
So the decision has been made to hold
the 2008 event at the Westchase Marriott,
where delegates can spill out of the confer-

Mr Mahdavi makes a fairly clear distinction
between engineers and IT managers.
"IT people put in new systems, they
know how to integrate the enterprise together," he says. "IT is a fantastic field to be in if
you want to be exposed to new technologies."
"Engineering deals with exact numbers.
Its about keeping the systems running."
A typical issue is that IT people are
very good at making patches to fix problems,
but engineers are not very comfortable using
them because they want to stick with what
they know.
"If engineers and IT managers work together, you can have secure systems which
work every day," he said.
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Oracle in oil and gas
Database and software company Oracle is building up its ‘footprint’ in the oil and gas industry, following
a number of recent acquisitions. We went to the oil and gas session at Oracle's OpenWorld user
conference in San Francisco on November 15th
"People used to say, the digital oilfield is just
a dream, it's not economic. But it's now becoming a reality and we're embracing that,"
says David Shimbo, North American oil and
gas lead for Oracle Corporation.
We all recognise Oracle as a database
company. But over the past few years, it has
been steadily buying up software companies,
so it now it is offering the oil and gas industry
a range of different software products which
are being used by the oil and gas industry
alongside its database.
New acquisitions include Crystal Ball,
which is used by many oil and gas companies
to answer complex questions, such as, I have
the money to do 20 out of these 45 proposed
workovers, which ones should I go for.
An interesting recent acquisition is Essbase, named in 2005 as one of Information
Week magazines' top ten influential technology innovations of the last 10 years,' which can
be used to create 'data cubes' for people in specific roles or departments, so they have access
to the data they want, at the resolution they
want, for the time series they want, at their fingertips.
Both Crystal Ball and Essbase were acquired as part of Oracle's acquisition of Hyperion in March 2007.
Oracle also acquired J D Edwards in
2004 as part of its acquisition of PeopleSoft. J
D Edwards produces software to manage
equipment assets, finance, project costs and
human resources, and is used by 10,000
Chevron employees.

Data management
However what Oracle does best is what the oil
and gas industry arguably does worst - data
management.
David Shimbo, North American oil and
gas lead with Oracle, has a clear vision for
how future oil and gas companies will manage their data.
They will probably store the data in different data storage systems - such as Landmark / Schlumberger for reservoir data, SAP
for financial data, OSI for equipment operational data, and government data repositories.
Then there will be sophisticated IT systems which will create different views of the
data for people's individual needs.
That is not to say that financial data will
be only made available to financial people; engineers are increasingly calling for live finan16
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cial data of their projects.
But there is a difference between the kind
of view of the financial data which a CFO
needs, and the view of financial data an engineer needs.
Engineers want to be able to work out
what the costs will be of the project they are
working on, and if it will stay in budget if the
rig charter rate goes through the roof, and how
likely that is to happen.
CFO's want to know how the company
is performing overall.
Different views of the data can be designed, for example, for engineers viewing the
data on their Blackberries, or asset managers
viewing the data on large screens in collaborative workrooms.
The IT term for a view of data geared
around the requirements of a specific role or
department is a 'data cube'.
"You can have a production cube, operations cube, profit and cost centre cube," says
Mr Shimbo.
The Essbase software, which Oracle acquired as part of its acquisition of Hyperion in
March 2007, has tools to put together these
cubes.
The software was originally designed for
financial analysis, but some engineers have realised that the same software can be used for
managing operational and technical data,
which engineers have to do every day.

Chevron
Speaking at Oracle OpenWorld, Larry Nottke,
Asia Pacific Engagement Manager with
Chevron, talked about how Oracle's experience with Oracle software, and how it puts together maintenance management systems, at
Oracle OpenWorld.
Chevron uses software from Oracle's
subsidiary JD Edwards, to manage its finance,
equipment assets, supply chains, project costs,
and human resources.
Chevron has 62,000 employees in its upstream business, and 10,000 of them use the
JD Edwards software, which can mean up to
1,000 concurrent users.
Most Chevron employees connect directly to a shared server in corporate headquarters
in San Ramon, California, but there are additionally four local servers around the world to
serve Chevron employees who cannot get onto the main server because of local telecom
limitations.

JD
Edwards is
a corporate
software
company
acquired by
PeopleSoft
in
2003,
which was
then
acquired by
Oracle in
2005.
One
“We have success from having
common is- a documented set of global
sue
with standards” - Larry Nottke, Asia
Pacific Engagement Manager,
Chevron's
software in- Chevron
vestments, he said, is not to get full value out
of it once it has been installed.
"We have a tendency to get to 'go live'
but vacillate, don't let the unit leverage their
investment properly," he said.
It is not easy convincing senior management to make software investments, he said.
"We compete for funds with things like
drilling, which are flashy," he said. "The ERP
projects are not flashy."
A typical challenge is that people make a
lot of requests for new functionality, he said.
"I'm sure all of you have faced a challenge people say, we want all this functionality
added on - and its 9 man years of work.
"It's not going to work - you can't make
that happen."
"People say, 'you make this happen and
make it cheap, it's your job'. We need to help
them understand its going to cost money," he
said.
In particular Chevron would like to use
ERP software to help reduce its project costs.
"Project cost is an area where we have a lot of
room to improve," he said. "We have a $20bn
budget for 2008."
Chevron asks people what they think of
their ERP system. "Not many people say 'totally satisfied,'" he said. "We think satisfied is
pretty good."
The company has defines its business
processes globally, and everybody is required
to comply with them. "We have success from
having a documented set of global standards,"
he said.
Mr Nottke thinks it would be a good idea
to develop more sophisticated predictive
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maintenance systems.
"We want to know that the life of a lightbulb is x hours and it's been running y hours,"
he said.
Chevron has developed a five stage system for equipment reliability, which it calls
'Surface Equipment Reliability Improvement'
or SERIP.
The first stage includes fairly basic
things, such as spare parts management,
equipment criticality assessment, work order
management and routine checklists.
The second stage includes operator skills
training, maintenance skill training, root cause
analysis, and standard repair procedures.
The fourth stage includes reliability centred maintenance and condition monitoring.
The fifth stage includes equipment standardisation, and lifecycle cost analysis.
"The focus is to get your compliance at
stage 1," he says.
"At stage 5, nothing ever breaks," he
says. "NASA needs this. But in our business
stage 5 is not really required. It takes a lot of
money to get there."
The different work units in Chevron are
encouraged by their senior management to get
as far along the stages as they can, as they continually improve their maintenance systems.
The 'stages' system enables Chevron to
compare different business units, for example
if one business unit is at stage 1 and another is
at stage 2.
Once the stage each company is at has
been clarified, Chevron can do things like
arrange for someone at a stage 1 facility in
Australia to visit someone at a stage 2 facility
in Nigeria (for example) to learn how they do
it.
This structure should make it easier to
green light software investments, if a work
unit can see that the investment will help it to
get further along the SERIP stages, he said. "If
I'm in a meeting, I can say, it will help you
manage your SERIP requirements - it opens
up the budgets," he said.

Plains All American - using GIS
At Oracle
OpenWorld,
Mike Lyle,
IS supervisor, Plains
All American
Pipeline,
and Alfred
A. Lindseth,
senior vice
president,
technology,
process and

“It is the regulatory
requirements that give us the
biggest problems” - Mike Lyle,
IS Supervisor, Plains All
American Pipeline.

risk management, Plains
All American Pipeline,
talked about
how
they
use Oracle's
Geographical Information System
(GIS) Oracle
Spatial, to “There's a lot of efficiencies to
manage their be gained from having an
optimal corrosion
assets.
management strategy” Plains
Alfred Lindseth, senior vice
All Ameri- president, Plains All American
can
has Pipeline.
20,000 miles
of pipeline, 30m barrels of tank capacity, 57
transport / storage barges and 30 transport
tugs in the US.
Using Oracle Spatial, users can see all
of their assets on map, and then point and
click on them to retrieve information, or set
up maintenance jobs or inspections.
Staff tend to think about the different
assets in terms of where they are geographically located, not just as a code number. So
it is helpful to have a software system which
enables you to view the assets on a map,
rather than as a list of items.
"Our operations people love GIS - they
can see exactly where their pipelines are,"
said Mr Lyle.
"We wanted to integrate our GIS and
EAM (enterprise asset management) systems together - so we have one version of the
truth," he said. "So we can go in the GIS and
bring up 140 things we know about the
tank."
On the computer system, users can easily (for example) work with all of the valves
on a section of pipeline, so they can create a
work order for a maintenance job on all of the
valves in the section, rather than having to create work orders for each one individually.
One of the biggest headaches is making
sure all the regulations are being followed,
with different rules in different states about
how often each asset needs to be inspected.
"It is the regulatory requirements that
give us the biggest problems," says Mr Lyle.
"We can't afford to take something out of service because we didn't hit an inspection date."
Managing pipeline quality is also very
complex.
"You're working continually to fight corrosion," said Mr Lindseth. "Coating the pipe,
putting inhibitors in, doing cathodic protection, doing assessment.
"There's a lot of efficiencies to be gained
from having an optimal corrosion manage-

ment strategy," he said.
"There's tons of data, and it really feeds
in the risk modelling applications. An incredible amount of granular data has to feed into
these things so you can assess the risk."
One challenge with implementing the
software was persuading staff to use it.
There are many employees who are responsible for specific regional areas and have
got to know the assets in those areas very well.
They dislike being told what to do by a computer system at head office.
But the company tries to persuade them
to accept it, because it benefits from having a
common process and approach across the
company. "We want to say, this is how this
thing should work," he said.

Craig Metters, Santos

“If you want fast reporting you need high
integrity data” - Craig Metters, manager of
financial services, Santos.

Craig Metters, manager of financial services
for Australian oil and gas company Santos,
gave a talk about how Santos is using Oracle
applications to manage its financial affairs.
The company has 1700 employees, and
they all have access to Oracle systems. This
includes i-expenses, to input their expenses; iprocurement, for their purchasing; and i-supplier, to manage supplies. "It's all on Oracle,"
he said.
"Our philosophy has been, get as much
Oracle stuff as you can, because the integration [between different software applications]
is included [in the price]," he said.
"If you have a separate payroll system,
you've got to build an interface."
Santos uses Oracle human resources systems; all employees can log on and change
their home address and bank account details.
The system hasn't been imposed on all
Santos branches by management, but gradually brought on in consultation with the managers of the different business areas.
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"I went to Jakarta with our CFO last year,
and they were using Oracle for invoices and
expenses, but everything else was on paper,"
he said.
"But now they are using Oracle for purchase orders, inventory issues, time sheets, human resources and managing leave."
Santos operates a 'shared services' model
where the company provides different services (such as office facilities, HR staff) to each
department which then pays for them as it uses them. The Oracle computing facility is a
'shared service' provided in the same way.
To manage the provision of shared services, Santos tracks all of the different services
available, and the capacity of company departments to change demand for them, and the capacity of Santos to change the cost of supplying them.
"Eg for office space, people can change
their demand for it, But Santos has the whole
tower so can't change what it pays," he said.
One priority has been making financial
data available across the company.
"We want everybody to be able to access
their financial numbers," he said. "Even
drillers out in Moomba [field]. It's got to be
easy to do. We can deliver targeted relevant
information to anyone in the business."
The company is still using IBM's Maximo to manage field equipment.
"The field people liked Maximo because
they knew it," he said. "Although Oracle has
excellent functions in that area now.”
Mr Metters led a project at Santos to increase the speed the accounts were closed at
the end of every month, from 7 days after the
month end five years ago, to 2 days now.
"This hasn't happened by accident," he
said.
There is a correlation between the general accuracy of the data being input, and the
speed that the accounts can be made, he said.
"If you're happy to get results slowly you
can get away with low integrity data. If you
want fast reporting you need high integrity data. You have to decide where you are on the
integrity curve."
Four per cent of reports are made continuously; transactions are entered in the system
by the date of the transaction, so at any time,
staff can enter the system and see the current
financial status of the company.
"I don't know why there aren't more continuous reports. Maybe it's because of the data
integrity issue," he said.
One issue which often gets in the way of
closing the accounts quickly is accruals
(where for example a transaction is agreed, invoiced, paid and supplied all on different
dates, and it is complex working out which
month of the accounts it should fall in, or per-
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haps spread over a number of months.
"Doing lots of accruals really slows
down the system at month end," he said.
Mr Metters questioned how important
it was to get this much precision in accruals,
when you are just moving money from one
month to another. "How long does an accrual last?" he asked. "You have to sell the perspective to the finance people it's not important to be totally accurate."
The company recently put together an
accounting manual for in-house use, to teach
new staff. "It's an explanation of what each
of the processes can do," he said. "I think
educating your staff is something we can all
improve on."
Santos has integrated its financial reporting across the company.
"We have said every account in Oracle
must be reconciled every 6 months," he said.
"Before 2004 we had 5 separate finance
teams in different regions. They wouldn't
talk to each other. It was really inefficient," he
said.
"Now we have two separate teams, one
doing financial planning and analysts, the other doing accounting / reporting."
This makes sense, because the skills involved in doing company accounts are very
different to the ones required to do financial
analysis.
Mr Metters led a recent initiative to
change the accounting processes, so that the
accounts would get more widely read in the
company.
He thought that people would care more
about the information they supply to the finance department if they can see how the data
is being used.
He thought that if the accounts were
more valued in the company, he could get a
bigger IT budget.
The first step was to write the accounts
in the form of a newsletter, with lots of graphs
drawn in Excel, printed it on paper and left it
in people's in trays.
"It got the managers' attention," he said.
"People were reading it. It would show who
was over and under budget," he said.
"The idea was to make the general managers ring the cost centre managers and say,
why are you over budget, and to make the accountants phone ring.
"People got value out of something we'd
always produced."
Mr Metters then took his newsletter another rung up the company hierarchy.
"I sent one to the managing director with
a list of the vice presidents and their financial
position," he said.
"No-one is interested unless the person
above them is interested."

Crystal Ball

“We're looking for maximizing the netpresent
value of a portfolio of projects” - Lucie
Trepanier, senior manager product marketing
for Oracle's Crystal Ball Global Business Unit.

In March 2007, Oracle acquired Crystal Ball,
a company which makes predictive models,
which is widely used in the oil and gas industry.
Oracle bought Crystal Ball as part of its
acquisition of its parent company Hyperion
Software.
Predictive models can be used to calculate a range of possible outcomes based on a
range of input data.
For example, if you are trying to work
out if a certain project will make money, a difficulty in the calculation is that the profitability depends a great deal on an uncertain oil
price.
If you provide a range of input data with
probabilities (eg you think the oil price will
stay around $70 to $90 but it might go as high
as $110 or as low as $50), then the software
can calculate a range of outputs.
You can use actual past data ranges as an
input - for example use the actual drilling
labour costs over the past 12 months as an input for the 'drilling cost' variable.
There are plenty of other variables in a
typical engineering project, such as the price
of steel, labour and rig charter, and things going wrong. As you introduce more variables,
the calculation gets more complex.
The software works by doing 'MonteCarlo simulation' - that is, generating random values for the input values (which fit into the
ranges and probabilities you specified), calculating the output value for these specific input
variables, and then repeating the calculation
millions of times with different input variables.
You end up with a range of output variables, which should match the likely outcome
of the project.
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Answers to tough questions

Supply chain management

By using Crystal Ball models together with other data, you can get answers to complex questions, such as, how your profitability will be impacted by oil price dropping to $70 a barrel,
what is the maximum a certain job could end
up costing, or how likely are you to hit your
budget.
For example, a company has 20 engineers
asking for 50 different workover operations,
and a limited budget.
Each workover might involve for example plugging a lower interval and perforating a
higher interval, with many unknown variables,
for example the charter rate of the rig, how long
it will take, if something will go wrong, how
much the new interval will produce.
By building a model in Crystal Ball, the
oil company can work out which operations
will provide the best profitability, which operations have the highest risk, how sensitive they
are to different variables such as the rig charter
rate.
You can see which factors will have the
biggest impact on the overall value of the project.
You can do more sophisticated planning.
For example, a company might want to work
out ways it will increase its return but keep the
risk levels the same, by shuffling the choice of
different projects.
You can pick projects which provide the
biggest profitability (but not necessarily the
biggest revenue increase).
You can tweak the calculation however
you want. For example, you might want the calculation to take into account the fact that it will
be much cheaper to do 6 workovers for wells
right next to each other, rather than wells spread
out around the country, because you don't have
to move the equipment around.
"We're looking for maximizing the net
present value of a portfolio of projects," says
Lucie Trepanier, senior manager product marketing for Oracle's Crystal Ball Global Business Unit.
With tools like this, decisions which have
always been made on the basis of 'gut feeling'
can be made on the basis of data.
Crystal Ball is used in many industries,
including pharmaceutical and manufacturing.
Some oil and gas engineers love it so
much, they take it home and use it for their own
personal purposes, says Crystal Ball marketing
manager Kevin Weiner.
"People use this for retirement planning,
working out how much they have to save every
year to have $1m when they retire, taking into
account variables such as interest rates, college
fees, and the risk of losing their job," he says.
"We have oil and gas guys taking the software home and analysing football players based
on their past data."

Digital Energy Journal
was invited
to Oracle's
annual oil
and gas executive
roundtable
in Houston
on November 7, where
senior executives from “We can see how the customer
oil and gas is using our machines, and
help diagnose any fault that
supply com- might evolve” - Bernardo
panies gave Nicoletti, chief information
their view on officer, GE Oil and Gas
how to make
the best use of IT tools for supply chain management.
Speakers included Bernardo Nicoletti,
chief information officer, GE Oil and Gas,
which supplies capital equipment to the oil and
gas industry; Paul Williams, senior vice president of manufacturing, Smith International Inc,
a manufacturer of drilling equipment; and Gordon Dunn, director procurement and subcontracts - Americas, J Ray McDermott, a project
management and construction company.
Bernardo Nicoletti, chief information officer, GE Oil and Gas, said that the emphasis is
on helping customers get more use out of their
equipment, not just persuading them to buy it.
GE has started installing monitoring systems in its equipment, which communicates data about how the equipment is working.
"We can see how the customer is using
our machines, and help diagnose any fault that
might evolve," he said.
GE can use it to assess the quality of the
equipment design, and improve it.
GE also keeps data about exactly what
equipment its customers have, so it can supply
the right tools and spare parts.
"We can use our information systems to
keep abreast of what they have in their shops,"
he said. "If they need a spare part they can do it
straight away. We can optimise delivery of the
spare part, and reduce cycle time.
The GE methodology is to first make the
processes as lean as possible, and then digitise
them, he said, not to digitise them first and work
on the processes second. "The objective is to
be more responsive," he said.
"We try to modularise our product as
much as possible, have some standard components we can modify in different ways."
Mr Nicoletti noted that not all suppliers
are on the same technical level, and GE has to
help some of them catch up. "We need to coach
them," he said.
Paul Williams, senior vice president of
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manufacturing, Smith International Inc, a
drilling equipment firm, says that the function
of computer systems is more often 'integration
management' - making things work together rather than 'integration management.'
To encourage collaboration with suppliers
and partners, Mr Williams says he thinks being
open and transparent is critical. "Let them see
as much of your data as you can," he said.
The company recently established manufacturing plants in Dubai, and Changzhou (China), with other manufacturing facilities being
planned. "We wanted to move the decisions for
our supply chain closer to our customers, not
all in Houston," said Mr Williams.
"We have some unique challenges," he
said. "When we opened Dubai [our Dubai manufacturing plant], we were well along with the
plan, and wanted to meet the steel suppliers,
and there weren't any. We went to a Houston
company and asked them to come to Dubai
with us.
"We guaranteed them a certain level of
business for a couple of years. They were not
an international company - we had to help them
set up.
"Building relationships takes time," he
said. "If they can see there's a true partnership
developing, I think you're more likely to keep
that supply chain going. If you bounce around
suppliers, you get what you deserve - the same
thing will happen to you."
Gordon Dunn, director procurement and
subcontracts - Americas, J Ray McDermott, an
oil and gas construction company, talked about
the challenge of managing purchasing when
you don't know in advance what you are going
to want.
"We're not a manufacturing environment
- we are an engineer and fabricate to need," he
said. "We can't say at the beginning of the year
- we're going to buy $200,000 of 8 inch pipe."
On its internal purchasing system, a buyer of a specific component can look up the last
three times the company bought that item.
"They can see, where did we buy it from, what
was the price, what were the issues," he said.
"Our challenge like everything else is data mining," he says.
"Procurement has never been viewed as a
sexy issue - we have trouble attracting and retaining personnel in this area just like everybody else is."
"With 80 per cent of our suppliers it's important to be transparent about what you plans
are," he said. "Be loyal - if they help you win
the job they get preferential treatment."
"We want to be the most predictable payer of our bills - this is how we start to build loyalty - these are the key elements."
If you want to help your suppliers, a good
way to do it is to give them good specifications
early on, and not change them, he said.
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Energy Navigator - branches out of
Canada
Energy Navigator, a company based in Calgary
which makes software tools for oil and gas economic evaluations, is now looking to expand the
business internationally, now it has, it feels, dominated its local market.
The company has 220 customers in Canada.
Stephanie Grandy, executive vice president, says she would "conservatively estimate
that 80 per cent of economic evaluations [in upstream oil and gas] in Canada are done with our
tool."
"We think it could be higher than 90 per
cent," she says.
The company recently started a pilot with
"one of the largest independent oil and gas companies in the world," and signed up a "very large
Canadian company," says Ms Grandy.
"We are profitable and expanding. We have
had a lot of interest," she says.
The company was founded in 1997 by
Boyd Russell, an oil and gas engineer with 25
years' industry experience.
The software can be used to work out the
economics for projects, such as workovers.
The company helps oil and gas companies
gather together information from many different
sources, which they need to put together an AFE
quickly.
"There's a big challenge to managing the
data, so you can get your answers quickly," she
says.
The software can be used by companies to
help them manage their capital spending, and

make sure they have the right controls in place.
"As companies grow rapidly - they need to know
approvals are being done appropriately," she
says.
The software can also help companies
manage new regulatory requirements. For example, in Alberta, where many of its customers are
located, there was recently a change to the tax
rule, but it was no problem for Energy Navigator's customers, because the software was automatically updated.
The software can help companies get quick
answers to questions such as how changes to the
oil price impact their cashflow.

"80 per cent of economic
evaluations in Canada oil
and gas are done with our
tool" - Stephanie Grandy,
executive vice president,
Energy Navigator
Altogether, it has software for reserves
management, reporting, and managing Authorisations for Expenditure (AFEs). It also has software to help companies with their SOX compliance.
The reserves management software can
generate forecasts and calculate Net Present Value based on an expected decline curve.

The company makes a annual charge per
concurrent user on the system, which is also
linked to the oil production rate.
The price includes support, staff training
and new versions of the software. "We believe
the better trained they are, the more they can use
the software," says Ms Grandy.
Ms Grandy believes that the company's
strength is its strong focus on usability. Customers have become quite cynical about software companies claiming to have a focus on usability, because it is something every company
claims to offer but very few actually do.
"Customers don't believe it - until they start
working with us," she says. "We leave our ego at
the door," she says. "We listen to the client."
The software is typically used infrequently
by large numbers of people, supplying and managing information for evaluations, so it is essential that it is extremely usable, because they will
not invest time in learning how to use something
which they do not use very often.
"You could have over 1,000 users for one
installation," she says.
Every company works differently, so Energy Navigator will put together new sophisticated workflow systems for each client it works
with. To do this, it does extensive research within a company. "We had to interview over 500
people at a large independent oil and gas company to find out what they did," she says.
"We ask them, what is your process today,"
and then we work out how to make it more efficient.

Wescorp - new business model
www.wescorpenergy.com
Wescorp Energy, Inc. (WSCE) of Houston,
Texas and Alberta, Canada, has something of a
new business model: helping oil and gas companies manage their operations and maintenance processes.
Wescorp offers a unique, but very critical
group of competences, covering oil and gas engineering, business process and information
management.
Wescorp will sit down with companies,
recommend ways that their processes can be
improved, and then supply the hardware, software, information management systems, equipment and personnel to do it including change
management.
It has standard sets of processes (it calls it

'solutions') for doing specific tasks such as
maintenance and asset management, which it
can help an oil and gas company roll out.
This involves plenty of IT. "The more IT
is ingrained in everything we're doing, the better off we are," says Dr Scott Shemwell, chief
operating officer. "We use IT as another tool."
As part of the service, Wescorp will collect and manage all of the data associated with
the oil well, including equipment data (equipment manuals, maintenance information, running hours), data for regulators (eg production),
and everything else which is needed to keep oil
and gas field operations running properly.
All of this data is gathered in its 'NAVIGATOR' software, which is hosted by Wescorp
and sits outside its clients' corporate firewall. It

can be accessed by authorised users
through their
web browsers.
Wescorp
has 30 employees and a
number of additional consultants
it
works with,
including petroleum and
mechanical
engineers.

"The more IT is ingrained in
everything we're doing,the
better off we are," Dr Scott
Shemwell,chief operating
officer,Wescorp.
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RFID tracking

Background

One initiative is developing services to help oil
and gas companies track equipment and people
using RFID.
Wescorp will work with an oil and gas
company to implement RFID tags on important
equipment, and implement software and systems so the company can track where its equipment is.
Using RFID together with maintenance
systems, users can immediately find out where
a certain piece of equipment is, what condition
it is in, where it has been, and if it is ready for a
rebuild.
It has expertise in solving the tricky radio
interference issues often associated with RFID
systems. Wescorp's RFID system is currently
being tested on subsea equipment in the Gulf
of Mexico.

Wescorp Energy has been in business since
2001, and until 2004 it focussed on just two
specific technologies, a small scale cracker
which can convert heavy oil to light oil running
on site, and a gas flowmeter (which is currently
used by 40 of the top 50 oil and gas companies).
The business direction changed in 2004,
when the company appointed a new CEO, Douglas E. Biles, previously a senior drilling manager with Kerr McGee.
Mr Biles wanted to find a way to broaden
the company's offering to a wider and deeper
range of services.
So the company acquired Strategic Decision Sciences, a consultancy specialising in
building economic and process models, which
is led by Scott Shemwell, who also serves as
chief operating officer of Wescorp.

Now Wescorp was able to combine the
companies' traditional 'hard' oil and gas expertise with equipment, with Strategic Decision
Sciences 'soft' skills of managing the data which
goes with it.

Heavy oil upgrader
Wescorp owns a system called 'VISCOSITOR',
which can convert heavy oil into light oil, raising the API by on average 12 degrees, at the oil
extraction site. It can also remove impurities.
The system can convert between 20 and 50 barrels a day.
It works by atomising the oil with steam,
and colliding it with sand in a high velocity
chamber, to crack the long oil molecules into
shorter ones. The technology was developed at
SINTEF research centre in Trondheim, Norway.

Landmark - orchestrating production
Landmark is helping oil companies "orchestrate" production optimisation. Here's how its done
Landmark was asked by Marathon Oil Company to find ways it could improve the surveillance and optimisation of its Permian Basin
and East Texas assets.
David Deaton from Landmark presented
a paper about the work at ATCE in Anaheim
on November 13 (further information is in SPE
paper 110574).
Marathon was "getting lots of data from
different systems at a high rate, and monitoring increasing numbers of wells," Mr Deaton
said. But it did not have systems to manage the
data.
Often, data was already a month old by
the time the company got round to analysing
it.
It was running surveillance processes using spreadsheets, manipulating data to find correlations and manually drawing tables, trends
and charts, a process which was taking 50 to
70 per cent of engineers' time.
Marathon thought that by improving the
optimisation process, it could spot more problems before they occur, reduce operation costs,
identify problem wells faster, and allocate production from different wells more accurately.
Ultimately it could manage the reservoir over
its lifecycle.
Marathon wanted all these processes to
be done automatically, so engineers could put
most of their time on data analysis and optimising production.
Landmark's approach was to put together
22
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workflow systems which would automatically
do data analysis tasks which were commonly
done manually.
Typical processes include monitoring oil,
gas and water production against time and cumulative volume; downhole and surface pressures; flowing and artificial lift efficiency;
downtime events; and associated patterns.
The workflows would automatically
draw the necessary graphs from the data. For
example, the software was configured to automatically draw bubble maps of the field showing incremental change in production. The
bubble map had different sizes and colours of
bubbles indicating whether the change was
positive or negative and how big the change
was.
Landmark wanted Marathon staff to do
their analysis on live data as far as possible, so
the data analysis software takes data straight
out of the production systems.
Landmark put together a number of
workflows and asked staff to rank which ones
they thought would save them the most time.
"We developed questionnaires to identify
where most improvement would take place,
finding out how much time people spend on
getting the data and how much time they spend
making decisions on it," said Mr Deaton.
The workflows were judged on how
much they would help meet reservoir objectives, production objectives, provide better data for decision making, he said. They were

judged on
how easy
they would
be to implement and
use,
and
how scalable
they
were.
Landmark staff
also sat together with
users and "most assets run at something
like 65 per cent efficiency" watched
them follow Laurence Reid, senior manager
strategy, production
the workoptimisation, Landmark.
flows to see
how well it
went.
Workflows which were implemented included daily surveillance / well reviews; production change analysis; monitoring water production; decline analysis by well and field;
pressure correlation to different parts of the
well.
"The overall benefit was that people
thought they were being more proactive," he
said. "The engineer's workflow was doing the
work they felt they needed to do."
The project was mainly driven by asset
managers, he said. It was based on a commercial Landmark surveillance tool.
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Shared learning from industry leaders
Intelligent solutions at project, business, and industry levels
Technology-led transformation

International plenary speakers include:
Andrew Gould, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Schlumberger
Malcolm Brinded, Executive Director E&P, Royal Dutch Shell
Amin Nasser, Vice President, Petroleum Engineering & Development, Saudi Aramco
Helge Lund, President and Chief Executive Officer, Statoil
Ben Verwaayen, Chief Executive, BT

Find out more and book now to attend
the conference and exhibition at:
www.intelligentenergyevent.com
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Production optimisation
Landmark is helping oil and gas companies
make sure their reservoirs, oil wells and production equipment are running to their full potential all the time, and problems are minimised.
The challenge is that a problem in one
part of the chain will automatically affect all of
the other parts of the chain. The asset can only
run at full efficiency if all of the components
are working perfectly.
Due to one problem or another, most assets run at something like 65 per cent efficiency, says Laurence Reid, senior manager strategy, production optimisation with Landmark.
However, with good systems in place, a
lot of this downtime could be removed, Mr
Reid believes.
A problem is that people's job roles tend
to make them focus on one piece of equipment,
and so they aren't necessarily used to working
together with people who work on related parts
of the system.
"The ultimate objective is made up of lots
of individual objectives," he says.
Many of the problems people have with
wells could potentially have been prevented if
the right information was available to the right
people earlier, for example a well filling up, or
a compressor salting up, a pump shut down for
maintenance.
Often, people do not have the information they need at the right time, or they have
the information, but accessing it is so much
trouble they don't bother.
Halliburton has built 'workflow' tools
which automatically take the user to the right
screen on the right piece of software to get the
answers they need in each step of the process.
For example, managing a task such as a
fracturing optimisation requires access to lots
of different software packages.
"A representative of a major oil company
has said that petroleum engineers spend 70 per
cent of their time opening software applications to find the data, to reach another step in
the process," he says. "We are trying to determine what those steps are."
The solution Halliburton is developing is
what it calls 'model-based optimisation' - you
build a computer model of what everything
will look like when it is all running smoothly,
and then you can compare what is happening
in the model to what is happening in real life.
Halliburton wants to get these models out
of the designer's office, and make it a tool
everybody on the asset can use.
Typical reservoir models take 12 hours or
more to run, but Halliburton is getting around
this with 'proxy models', reservoir models
which run much faster on a reduced number of
parameters.
Another challenge with integrating all of
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the different software tools is that they have all
been built for people working on different time
scales, for example the reservoir changes over
years and decades, but production systems
change over milliseconds.

says. "The challenge is, how do we integrate
lots of things from different vendors."
"This is getting Landmark into production software - a segment in which we're trying to have a larger presence."

AssetConnect

Landmark drilling software

Halliburton recently launched 'AssetConnect',
a software platform to connect together disparate pieces of software which engineers use,
so they do not have to waste so much time
moving data from one application to another.
The platform was developed together
with a company called Engineous, which has
developed similar systems for other industries.
With the system, users should be able to
do their work designing and operating fields as
though it was all on one piece of software.
They can build 'workflows', which automatically take the user from one screen to the
next one, or pass the job onto the next person
in the chain.
For example, you could build a workflow
for a well test validation, field planning, track
design optimisation, well production services,
well performance analysis, field wide optimisation, or stimulation design.
Raj Bal, product manager – production
optimisation, Landmark, uses the term 'orchestration' to describe how the software can be
used to work out what different people in the
company do at which time, similar to how orchestration is working out what different musicians in an orchestra do at different times.
Landmark employs over 200 production
consultants around the world, who go to companies and determine what their workflows are,
so how the software systems could be put together to support it (or 'orchestrate' it).
You can run complex analysis processes
on the models and data you build.
The software can also help a company
standardise all of its processes, so all asset
managers (for example) are looking at the data
in the same way.
The company can also ensure that all
software applications are running off the same
well model, whatever software is being used,
so there is a single version of the truth.
The tool is designed for oil and gas operations, not exploration.
AssetConnect can work with different
software packages from different vendors, not
just Halliburton software. "It can plug into anything," says Raj Bal, product manager - production optimisation, Landmark.
The software should be particularly useful in production, because there are many different software vendors and applications in
use, and no obvious dominant one, so there are
many tools which need linking together, he
says.
"There's a lot of proprietary products," he

Meanwhile
Landmark's
drilling and
completions
software has
seen two major initiatives
this year, a
new "Engineers' Desktop' package
to manage the
entire
well
planning
"We can't do things the way
process, and we used to and go with the
enhancements gut" - K C Oren, senior
to its deepwa- manager, strategy and
ter tubing de- innovation Landmark.
sign software, WELLCAT, says K C Oren, senior manager, strategy and innovation, drilling
and completions with Landmark.
The 'Engineers' Desktop' suite of applications can be used to manage the entire well
planning / drilling process.
It includes a well cost application tool,
which can be used to analyse drilling costs and
generate Authorisations For Expenditure
(AFEs).
You can use information from your
drilling history to plan subsequent wells, and
do MonteCarlo simulations of what your costs
might be. You can see how the costs will
change for a faster drilling program, or if different casing sizes are used.
Landmark is developing collaborative
well planning tools, which can iterate through
lots of different scenarios, so you can optimise
the number of penetrations and targets.
You can also have several people working on the well plan at once, also gathering taking input from experts.
In the modern business environment, it is
essential that all options are thoroughly assessed, Mr Oren says. "We can't do things the
way we used to and go with the gut."
For deepwater, Landmark has made enhancements to its WellCat tubing design software, so it can be used for the design of vacuum insulated tubing.
Oil and gas companies are increasingly
using vacuum insulated tubing to stop the oil
cooling to the point that it solidifies (forming
hydrates), causing a blockage.
"Tubing design is getting more complex,
particularly with high pressure and high
temperature wells," he says.
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Microsoft - business intelligence
Microsoft believes it can help oil and gas companies get twice the work done with half the people. We
interviewed Microsoft's Craig Hodges and Mike Brulé to find out how they can do it
The oil and gas industry has twice as much work
to do as it used to, and it needs to do it with half
the number of engineers.
Can software tools do anything to alleviate
the problem? Microsoft believes the answer is
yes.
Engineers spend most of their time
analysing and crunching data, and so anything
you can do to speed up this process will help a
great deal.
Powerful software packages for crunching
data have been around for many years, but principally only available to company senior managers and finance departments, at a cost which
can be several thousand dollars per user per year,
says Craig Hodges, director energy and chemicals industry, Microsoft.
Now Microsoft wants to make these tools
available for under $199 per user. "Everybody
should have all the information they need at their
fingertips-especially now that operational and financial data is combined," he says.
"That's a fraction of what other Business
Intelligence suites are selling at," notes Mike
Brulé, CTO energy industry group, Microsoft.
"We want companies to say, let's roll this
out to everybody," says Mr Brulé. "These are
tools everybody company-wide can have because
of our attractive price point. We expect this new
price point to be disruptive in the BI marketplace."
Powerful analysis tools are commonly
called 'business intelligence' or BI. BI basically
means having all the information you need to do
the job. BI tools help decision-makers quickly
process mountains of data and view it in different
ways, on your screen, in front of you.
"We try to amplify every person's role in the
company," says Mr Hodges. "How do we deliver
content for your job better and more effectively?"
"One oil and gas executive said to me, if
you help people find data 1 per cent faster that
will impact 2000 man years per year."
Engineers are increasingly calling for good
financial and operational data, for example so
they can take the price of labour, oil and oilfield
materials into consideration when working out
the best way to do a workover.
Using business intelligence tools, you can
have financial data straight out of the corporate
financial systems in your engineering calculation,
and operational data coming out of your historians and other production-monitoring systems.
Professionals coming into the oil and gas
industry expect to have these kinds of tools, says
Mr Brulé.
There have been several conference ses-

sions in oil and gas about how the industry can
charm the 'X-Box Generation'.
As the creator of the X-Box, Microsoft believes it can help.
Quite often, Microsoft finds that its corporate business is taking ideas from its consumer
business, says Mr Hodges. "The consumers govern what the corporations want to use," he says.

Crisis management
One major oil company is installing the system
as a crisis management tool, so people can have
all the vital information on their desktops if anything goes wrong.
This includes data from outside the company, such as weather information, and data from
inside the company, such as the location of specific personnel. So some of this information resides in databases outside the corporate firewall,
some of it is within the corporate firewall.
Another major independent oil and gas
company in Texas is using the system so they can
standardise workflow on common data and content around the company, and have a single version of the truth.

Business intelligence
The business intelligence tools, you could say,
ride over a company's existing software infrastructure, eg for accounting, such as SAP, or
maintenance management, such as Maximo.
They don't replace any of the existing software, but provide better ways to search for it,
store it, use it, work on it, analyze it and collaborate.
The software looks similar to Microsoft Office products, so should be easy to use for people
already familiar with Microsoft Office.
It means that oil and gas professionals do
not have to continually switch from one application to another, loading and exporting data, but
they have it all in front of them.
They can also use business intelligence
tools to collaborate. So, for example, if the company is having a discussion about water cut for
different wells, everybody can access the same
data while the discussion is going on.
The software supports communications
tools such as instant messaging, so people can
communicate with each other while they look at
the data, so they can help identify any problems
in the company.
The software can pull data from different
databases, or be communicated using different
data exchange formats (such as standards organisations like Energistics); it does not have to be all
in the same one.

But the
important
thing is that
everybody is
using the same
cleansed and
consistent data.
The tool
can be used for
many different
tasks, including compliance monitoring, and production monitoring.

“These are tools everybody
can have because of our price
point”- Mike Brulé,CTO
energy industry group,
Microsoft.

Set-up
The software can be set up so different people
have the different views they need of the corporate data - for example, a reservoir engineer might
want to have the reservoir model on their main
screen.
It is easy to build workflows, for example
where one person is required to do something
with the data and then send the project onto someone else to complete another task.
Building a customised, role-based, contextrelevant system for a specific company, so different personnel have the views they need and the
information is passed between the right people, is
not a task Microsoft will do itself, but a cottage
industry has already sprung up around the world
of small companies offering to build these systems for specific companies.

High performance computing
Microsoft has developed a new server system for
High Performance Computing, which will enable
oil and gas engineers to line up high performance
computing tasks from their desktop, similar to
how they send queue print jobs at the office printer.
In a recent Microsoft survey, 81 per cent of
oil and gas engineers said they would make more
use of High Performance Computing if the facilities were available to them; the company wants
to make this possible.
Many people see high performance computing as the domain of the computer science experts. But most oil and gas workgroups, which
need access to HPC, do not necessarily have
skilled IT staff available.
"We want to make it all easy to use, not reserved for specialists," says Mr Hodges. "We are
moving HPC to the mainstream."
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Energistics standards summit
Digital Energy Journal attended Energistics' Annual Standards Summit in Houston on November 7th
Randy Clark, CEO of Energistics, opened
the Energistics Annual Standards Summit in
Houston on November 7th by outlining the
changes that the organisation has been
through in the past few years and its plans
for next year.
"In 2006 we removed around $0.5 million of operating expenses from the organisation," he said.
"This year [2007] has been a period of
growth, diversification and establishing
brand identity."
"We have 26 new members and are
talking to two significant US operators, as
well as signing a major European oil company and a major Middle Eastern company.”
"Microsoft and Oracle are not yet members but we are working hard to get them in
the fold."
"In 2008 we will be devoted to completing our mission, focussing on building
the context for data standards," he said.
"We will be promoting standards collaboration through emphasising the strategic
perspective, measuring value quantitatively,
looking at deployment plans and having end
to end solutions that are focussed on business value."
“The principal objectives are ensuring
members understand how involvement
achieves strategic objectives; understanding
which standards are worth working on further together; understanding how to apply
standards; and quantifying value,” he said.

Julian Pickering, BP
Julian
Pickering,
responsible
for new
digital
technology
within the BP
drilling and
completions
function,
talked about
his
experiences
driving the
evelopment
of WITSML
at BP.

"We are actively looking to
buy smart tools to aid
decision making" - Julian
Pickering, team lead drilling
and completions, BP.

"Talking about energy companies as a
whole, we need to make WITSML attractive
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to all stakeholders," he said. "It's not about
buying and selling but about working together so it benefits all."
At BP there are several challenges to
implementation," said Dr Pickering.
"First there are human factors and politics, getting people to move on from past
procedures."
"Secondly BP has a unique structure
that is very autocratic with multiple independent business units. There is no concept
of a de facto standard; we have to work with
each unit from scratch to present the business case."
"Finally we have to present a consistent
message, some of the feedback is not positive which raises the argument in favour of
different solutions. We have to speak with
one voice so there is no doubt about what we
are doing."
"It becomes easier to persuade a business unit to use WITSML if you have stories
of other BP business units who have used it
to gain value," he said.
Conversely though, some business
units have had experiences with WITSML
which were "not all positive," he said, and
this makes it harder to get other business
units to use it.
"The main areas for us are efficiency
and optimisation of drilling performance. We
are facing a diminishing workforce so we
need collaboration to fill the gap before the
problem bites. It's been around for ten years
but we have not really suffered yet, 'but it's
much closer now than two years ago."
"We want to get people off the rig and
move to semi automated and eventually fully automated operations. WITSML makes it
easier to get the correct information which
often comes from outside the oil company."
"We are actively looking to buy smart
tools to aid decision making; it has to add
value of course but we are hoping there will
be a plethora of solutions coming to market."
"Service companies often say
WITSML is for the oil companies, how does
it benefit us? This attitude is hindering deployment. Honeywell worried when OPC
came in that they would lose market share now no one would buy a control system that
is not OPC compliant."
"In two or three years' time we will be
in the same position - no one will buy a
drilling and completions system that is not
WITSML compliant."
"From the suppliers’ point of view

“We need to ensure members understand
how involvement achieves strategic
objectives” - Randy Clark, CEO, Energistics.

WITSML can help by simplifying the
process of preparing tenders. Service companies do a lot of rework. With this, the work
they do for one company, they can reuse for
another, it becomes more like repeat business."
"In the end it is the energy companies
that are controlling the pace of adoption;
they are buying the products and producing
the demand. Statoil is leading the way; I
hope BP and others will follow soon."
"We are already moving from a situation like OPC where it was a tool for a few
interested parties to an industry standard. I
want WITSML embedded in our operations
in 2-3 years."
"There are still occasional problems
with WITSML and this can become a justification for delaying its use."
"In drilling and completions downtime
is critical, we need to do more bench testing
of interoperability to tighten up WITSML
and ensure that it is robust. There is bound
to be a period of uncertainty initially."

Data conversion
Jon Curtis, president, Petrolink, talked about
the big increase in moving real time wireline
data over the past few years and the problems of data conversion.
"It is common to receive WITS data
from the well which is converted to
WITSML in an aggregator then this will be
converted to LAS format for an application.
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In total this means a five to eight minute delay in receiving the data," he said.
"WITSML data flow simplifies the
process, we find 90% of data problems come
from the WITS data. For example, the transmission channel changes and this is not
picked up so data is lost, this is automatically taken care if in WITSML."
"In trials in the Middle East we found
that each contractor in the operations centre
had different screens with different display
formats.
"With WITSML you can have a standard display independent of application
provider so there is less burden to learn each
interface separately."

Getting staff off the rig
Jamey Webster, CEO of
Knowledge
Systems, explained how
WITSML can
lead to lower
numbers of
staff being required to work
on the offshore oil platforms; they
can do their “People put data security
higher up than people
work
from security” - Jamey Webster,
shore, where it CEO, Knowledge Systems
is much safer.
"Pore pressure analysts, data acquirers
and interpreters don't have to stay on the
rig," he said. "There's an old school who
says, 'you have to be on the rig and feel the
cuttings in your hands.' The technology today does not make that necessary. We have
digital imagery that can do that."
"One argument was, you have to be
able to see the guy and know he's in as much
danger as you are, to trust his information,
but now you can look a guy in the eye via
video conferencing."
To put its staff on offshore platforms,
Knowledge Systems pays $5000 per year per
person on safety training, $1000 to $60,000
per movement getting staff on and off the
platforms, $3000 per year on equipment.
It also pays higher salaries to staff
working offshore, $150,000 to $190,000,
compared to $90,000 to $125,000 for staff
working onshore.
Insurance costs are $23,500 per year for
offshore staff, compared to $5,500 per year
for onshore staff. There is an additional $175
per person per day for room and board.
"One supreme irony is that oil companies often reject requests to have staff working on shore because of concerns about data
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security; this effectively means that they
think data security is more important than
personnel security," he said.
"In many cases we've asked for remote
surveillance because it was too dangerous to
send our people, it got denied because of data security issues. People put data security
higher up than people security."

Roll out
Herb Yuan, manager information technology
and information management for Shell International Exploration and Production,
asked the speakers what percentage of oil
wells were using WITSML today.
“WITSML adoption is growing," said
Melissa Symmonds, from Schlumberger. "It
is being used in the North Sea mostly where
around 25% of the wells are using it."
"We have 20-25 deep water wells and
80% are using it in some form," said Mr
Webster.
"It's used in about 5% of the wells we
see," said Mr Curtis. "Apart from one data
acquisition company all the rest are sending
data in WITS format which we have to convert and send on. We are not seeing
WITSML used by data acquirers."
"For some years now we have had
WITSML from our feeds," said Dr Pickering. "We are seeing it now embedded in our
operations; at Tangguh in Indonesia, a pilot
in the Gulf of Mexico and we are extending
it to our Angola base."
"We can encourage compliance by focussing on the need to add value," said Dr
Pickering. "The key thing is to provide tools
that work with WITSML to add value; once
you attach dollars to it, it becomes real. The
argument switches from an IT issue to delivering bottom line value and presenting the
business case."
The value lies in interoperability between systems," he continued. "Smaller organisations can only develop tools that add
value if there is an open standard for communication between different applications.
The market will not be so much dominated
by three big companies."

PRODML
PRODML is a data communications standard for integrating applications in the production domain and has a far more ambitious
scope than WITSML.
It will eventually cover operational data at multiple timescales from real time
SCADA to life of field.
"PRODML is the glue between SCADA systems and reservoir models," explained Laurence Ormerod, vice president of
solutions architecture, Weatherford.
It aims to provide 'plug and play' func-

tionality for production software applications and data acquisition.
"Being able to implement 'value loops',
new workflows that give value on the fly,
was a major objective," said Mr Ormerod.
"The initial focus is from bottom of
well to separation; decisions that we can affect in one day," said Mr Ormerod. "Then we
will move out to medium timescales and
eventually life of field."
"PRODML will be developed over
three years as a complete industry standard,
but it can be used right now as a language
and can be extended to adopt new parts."
"We need a clear roadmap with commitment from all the stakeholders for successful completion - it won't be done by taking an ad hoc approach," concluded Mr
Ormerod.
"At the moment PRODML is very flexible," added Patricia Yeska from TIBCO
Software, who is also involved in the project. "Different vendors implement it slightly
differently requiring translation. It allows
adaptations for specific needs."

Chevron pilot
Rick Morneau, Transformational IT focus
area manager, Chevron, talked about a pilot
project using PRODML for water handling.
The pilot tackled a real, full size problem, he said, using all available data including real time SCADA from a field covering
1000 producing wells and 700 injection
wells.
"Coding started in early 2006 with initial deployments. In 2008 we'll look at how
to handle this in our enterprise."
"We need to react to current conditions,
eg tank levels, and also have predictions," he
said. "Then we can use the information to
optimise injection - what goes to each well."
"We have a group of vendors bringing
in data from different sources to help solve
the problem. We have to orchestrate all the
data to react to tank level changes."
"We predicted produced water based on
the past seven day's data including maintenance information then optimised injection
to meet production targets. This gave us a
recommendation for action."
"We need to increase industry participation," he concluded. "We have started
working with the SPE real time optimisation
group and are talking about getting industry
endorsement."

Repsol
Agustin Diz, director, knowledge management, Repsol, said that his company's goal
was to be as competent as the other majors
in five years.
"In general, our information manage-
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Oil and gas production
ment systems are behind
our
business
needs," he
said.
"Efforts on data and information
preservation are often dissoci“Interpretation systems should
ated from
push relevant studies with
how it is similar geology" - Agustin Diz,
used, while director, knowledge
data
vol- management, Repsol
umes have
increased ten times, it is still used or managed in the same way."
"Data management is still viewed in
many cases as external to business processes
rather than integrated with them and so as a
cost," he said.
Mr Diz went on to talk about ontologies, a description of the concepts and relationships that exist in a field of work.
Using a standard set of vocabulary, or
taxonomy, ontologies can be machine readable and so help to automate a process.
"Our work processing tools do not automatically capture key results into integrated KM tools," he said. "We are losing a valuable learning experience, the key steps in
making an interpretation."
"For example, interpretation systems
should push relevant studies with similar geology," he explained. "By defining a taxonomy we can enable fuller workflow integration of technical information."
"We need to set up better networking
adjusted to our work needs, so as to ensure
faster informal access to the knowledge and
experiences of others," he said. "The asset
team concept is the first attempt to break
multidisciplinary walls leading to better networking."
"We need to define a program to connect human events with operation and interpretation events to enable more productivity," he concluded. "We need clear objectives
with value in yearly increments."

The case for better data
In the panel discussion, participants talked
about how oil and gas companies can get
more about of their data, and be persuaded
to spend money on better data management
systems.
Participants were Steve Cooper, VP,
IHS Energy; Agustin Diz, director, knowledge management, Repsol YPF; John
Hanten, venture executive, Chevron; Jim
30
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Pritchett, president, Petris Technology; and
Andrew Stein, chief marketing officer, Paradigm.
"There are huge volumes of data," said
Steve Cooper, vice president, IHS Energy.
The industry has to turn to automation of data capture, processing and storage. But we
have to move to decision making automation
also."
"When you talk to upper management you have to lay down hard savings," he said.
"If you spent $100m, you have to share over
$100m of benefit. It's hard to prove if you
did or you didn't," he said.
"We've been talking about how to
make data easier to find for 25 years," said
Jim Pritchett, President, Petris Technology.
"We can't rewrite all our applications to
a new standard, we have to live with what
we already have," he continued. "Let's look
at ways of working together and standards
can facilitate that. More than standards, we
need ways to implement and use existing data that does not conform to standards."
"I never sold a
system yet
because it
adhered to a
standard or
didn't," he
said. "It all
comes
down to doing things
faster, bet- "I never sold a system yet
ter, cheaper. because it adhered to a
The biggest standard or didn't" - Jim
problem in Pritchett, president, Petris
Technology
knowledge
management is explaining to managers the
value of knowledge management."
"I think the argument - of spending 80
per cent of time looking for data - has been
overused. We need better arguments. You
can say, we avoided a dry hole, but no-one
wants to credit data for avoiding a dry hole."
"Chevron has a project called GIL 3
which is to develop a file plan for the whole
corporation that describes data into logical
categories," said John Hanten, Venture Executive, Chevron. "It is driven by compliance and documentation concerns."
"We'll have a MS SharePoint environment, with thousands of instances of SharePoint," he said. "We want one search interface to all documents; today 35% of documents can not be searched. We need meta data to return good search results."
"Paradigm's focus is on applications for
workflows," said Andrew Stein, CMO of
Paradigm. "We need to separate data management from the development of innovative

From left Andrew Stein, chief marketing
officer, Paradigm; Jim Pritchett, president,
Petris Technology; John Hanten, venture
executive, Chevron; Agustin Diz, director,
knowledge management, Repsol YPF; and
Steve Cooper, VP, IHS Energy.

applications that add value."
"Problems are better solved by people
who are self selecting," he said. "We need to
make data available to other people who
might solve our problems. One company
successfully published all of its data and invited people to find its next gold reserves."

Judging decisions
If data helps you make better decisions, how
do you evaluate the quality of your decisions, so you can prove how much the data
helped?
"It's easy to judge in hindsight but you
have to look at a decision in the context of
the information available at the time; what
would I have needed at the time to make a
better decision," said Chevron's Mr Hanten.
"Decision quality should be reviewed
including the cost of the decision. It should
be reviewed for quality not by the eventual
outcome."
"One of the things we have trouble with
is the idea of level of confidence in the data," said Mr Cooper.
"People tend to
think it's all
right or it's
all wrong.
Eg it could
have been a
well location reported
100
years ago."
"We
need
to “You have to look at a
tackle cul- decision in the context of the
ture so indi- information available at the
time" - John Hanten, venture
viduals are
executive, Chevron.
not afraid to
make bad decisions, we need to learn from
bad decisions," said Mr Stein. "If there's a
culture of fear that's no going to help build a
network. There will be some cultural
change."
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Aibel sources ICT infrastructure to BT / HP
www.bt.com
International oil services company Aibel Group
has agreed to outsource its global ICT infrastructure to the BT HP Alliance in a contract
worth an initial NOK 335m (USD $61.4m)
over five years.
BT will be the prime contractor, delivering its standardised global information technology infrastructure library (ITIL) based platform. It will also provide a global service desk
for Aibel end users, a global IP converged network and messaging infrastructure supporting
collaboration applications.
HP will provide local desk-top support
and operate Aibel's data centres.
A total of 29 Aibel employees, 28 of
whom are based in Norway, will transfer to BT
or HP as part of the deal.

Moblize launches WITSML compliant
real-time operations software

www.moblize.com
Houston company Moblize has released a
suite of software called Kanak 3.0, which
can be used to convert real time data streams
into WITSML and PRODML.
The software has four main modules:
Kanak Configurator, a system to enable you to view data sent in different data
formats on the web, including PLC,
WITSML, PRODML.
Kanak Extractor, a system to convert
data from different sources, including PLC,
EFM, RTU, SCADA, OPC, WITS, MWD /

LWD / LAS into WITSML and PRODML. It
also stores and validates the data.
Kanak Distributor, a "SOAP" (Simple
Object Access Protocol) data store, which can
also convert data into WITSML;
Kanak Analyzer, which can verify and
validate data, combine WITSML from different sources, and compare different elements
with different business rules.
The modules can collect data from the
well site, well logging equipment and office data stores, and deliver it to third party surveillance and decision support applications.

CapRock expands into Australia
www.caprock.com
CapRock Communications has opened a regional sales office, support center and teleport
facility in Perth, Australia.
It has appointed Ian Ford as general manager of South East Asia. Mr Ford was previously managing director for Caprock's Europe,
Middle East and Africa region.
In this new role, Ford will manage
CapRock's strategy and growth for Australia,
Indonesia and the Asia-Pacific region.

RigNet makes executive appointment

www.rignet.com
Oil and gas satcom company RigNet has appointed Lars P. Eliassen as vice president and
general manager Europe and Africa, John Moffatt as vice president and general manager Middle East and Hector Maytorena as vice president of global sales and marketing.

Mr
Eliassen
has
been
with
RigNet since
2002, shortly after the company
was founded.
He will be based
in Stavanger,
Norway. Most
recently, he has
been serving as
vice president of
global
sales,
marketing, and Lars P.Eliassen,now
new product de- appointed vice president
velopment from and general manager
Europe and Africa,RigNet.
the company's
Houston headquarters office.
Mr Moffatt joins RigNet from Weatherford International and will be based in Doha,
Qatar. Mr Moffatt has worked with both Weatherford and Halliburton in the Middle East and
the North Sea markets. Most recently, he has
been serving as director of Weatherford Direct,
based in Dubai.
Mr Maytorena joins RigNet from United
Technologies, a global diversified services
company. He will be based at RigNet's Houston headquarters.
Most recently, Mr Maytorena has been
serving as general manager, Southeast Texas for
United Technologies' UTC Fire & Security (operating under the Chubb Security and Redhawk
brands).

Offshore Communications Houston
Keeping satcoms and networks working reliably on offshore platforms is still a challenge, delegates to the
Houston Offshore Communications conference heard. Speakers included BP, Shell and Chevron.
A panel of industry experts met at Offshore
Communications in Houston to discuss the
challenges of maintaining secure, reliable
contact with offshore assets, getting staff off
the rig, and implementing remote management solutions.
Rolf Berge, manager real time data delivery, Schlumberger, said the main challenge was on a technical level. "Quality of
Service (QoS) is definitely a challenge," he
said. "Also monitoring your bandwidth and
knowing how much capacity you are using
and how much you need."
"We also have issues with deployment,
training of end users, security and reliability.

We are using BGAN (satellite communications) as a backup."
"Finally licenses are an issue, making
sure you have the correct licenses for operation is a big challenge."
"We see a lot of problems caused by
permitting and planning issues," said Ron
Munier, Tyco Telecommunications, a vertically integrated supplier, manufacturer and
supporter of undersea systems. "It is exactly
the same problems we face with undersea
equipment."

Networking
Maintaining a secure, reliable company net-

work is still a challenge. Users expect the
same experience whenever they log on and
productivity can suffer when communications are inconsistent. Even with fibre solutions it is a major task to configure a network
offshore.
"We have to start looking at how we
deploy solutions," said Jim Gano, manager
IT design group, Chevron. "People expect
the same quality of service wherever they
are, we have to decide whether to use distributed systems, where the quality is better
in different locations."
"One of the benefits of internet based
service is the ability to use third party appli-
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cations," said Don Happel, EP Americas,
Shell. "But we have to sort out problems
such as not being able to make a VPN (virtual private network) connection because it
is blocked by the company firewall."
"We are establishing a globally homogenous network which will eventually be
merged for communications including voice,
video and data," said Mr Happel. "We have
a global target to merge all our networks by
2010."
"It includes a new desktop solution
based on Windows Vista and internet solutions making it less like a corporate exchange and more like personal email. The
trend for Shell is that corporate networks are
on the wane and internet connections on the
rise."
"At BP we have something like 16 different networks on one rig," said Greg Otto,
field digital infrastructure global lead, BP.
"The technology simply does not exist for
what we want to do with connecting third
party applications to the internet securely."
"In the digital security space we are still
focused on protecting the network from the
internet, from external attacks," said Mr Otto. "In terms of 24/7 monitoring over the internet we are not there yet, we have spent
lots of man hours trying to develop these solutions."
Mr Gano said the biggest challenge was
striking a balance between centralised and
distributed computer systems. "We want to
save costs by centralising but whether we are
using fibre or wireless communications there
are problems."
"Fibre is not the panacea people said it
would be."

Investing in the Gulf of Mexico
BP is currently installing a 15,000 km subsea fibre optic communications system in the
Gulf of Mexico, and working out what it is
going to do with it.
"We are facing questions such as, 'What
do we do with fibre in the Gulf of Mexico
after we get it installed, how do we leverage
value from the system?'" said Mr Otto. "How
do we support and operate in this environment going forward?'"
"Going back to 1999, we began trialing
an experimental fibre system," said Mr Otto.
"In 2001 we operated a repeater station in
the North Sea for a couple of platforms and
saw great use of bandwidth as the systems
came online, our way of doing business
changed."
"In 2005 the Field of the Future program was taking traction and people were
seeing the limitations of satcoms for example for collaboration environments - it did
not give us the performance we needed even
32
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for simple work management applications."
"The key piece is that it was not IT
coming forward saying, 'We can give you
one or two per cent productivity increase', it
was the business side pushing this forward."
"We have gained a lot of experience in
the Gulf of Mexico adapting undersea technology for communications offshore," said
Mr Munier. "The key issue is merging telecoms and oil & gas into a successful collaboration."
"Back in 2002 there was a convergence
and improvement in technology; systems
were taking up less space and were there fore
suitable for installing offshore."
"However there is a lack of capacity in
the business for work offshore in the Gulf of
Mexico; the undersea business is strained for
moving into communications."

Operating in developing countries
"We have challenges at a global level, lots
of projects in Angola, Indonesia and
Trinidad for example," said Mr Otto. "The
problem is, how do we develop competencies and skill sets to develop high integrity
systems out there?"
"We can not progress until the teams
are sorted out, we have very young teams
with only three years of experience, they are
very good at a technical level but they are
not seeing the whole picture yet, not taking
into account budgeting for example."
"BP has chosen a path where we outsource most of our technical staff, we have
around 150 to 200 contractors supporting
field operations," said Mr Otto.
"We want to develop these as a recruiting tool; the real value is in using contractors to source skills."
"However we need a sufficient internal
skill set to judge what sort of systems we are
getting and their quality."

Backups
Many oil and gas companies have reviewed
how they look at their data communications
and backup systems after Hurricane Katrina.
"The hurricane [Katrina] was a catalyst
for change, it instructed managers what was
required to run the business from a communications point of view, "said Mr Happel.
"When we go to leadership with a telecoms
project we have more proponents now."
"As a whole it only costs a fraction of
one per cent to provide high quality telecoms, but managers had a tendency to see
each telecoms project piecemeal and then it
looks like a larger investment."
"Katrina made us realise that we could
not even do preventive maintenance on a
platform without communications because
all the data was stored on central servers, we

Offshore Communications - the challenges
are data security, reliability, deployment and
training the end users. Photo courtesy Stratos.

could not continue operating without it."
"Backup plans for communications
were often an afterthought before the hurricanes but now they are built in very early,"
added Mr Berge.
"Telecommunications now means life
of field reliability," said Mr Otto. "One of
the problems is that WIMAX and microwave
have limited reach and are reliant on other
systems."
"With fibre we have undersea repeaters
so if one platform goes down the other are
not affected. Fibre is definitely the preferred
choice. Satellite is not suitable for collaboration, but for safety it is the key to keeping
a platform running if other systems fail."
Although low bandwidth satellite and
other services can keep communications
open, there is a concern that any backup
would be practically unusable because it
would be overloaded with traffic from bandwidth hungry applications.
"It should be part of any risk assessment to evaluate which systems can run and
which should be shut down in an emergency," said Mr Berge.
Another issue is the reliability of local
service providers; communications can just
as easily fail because of incompetence and
poorly maintained infrastructure as from a
natural disaster.
"We often have to deal with local service providers because of government regulation, infrastructure availability etc." said Mr
Otto. "But we have a concern about what we
can do if they don't deliver."
"We define an exit strategy when we
enter into an agreement, but we also have to
consider what it takes to change service
provider in an emergency to keep the
service going."
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Getting telemedicine on rigs
Houston oil and gas company RigNet has partnered with Houston telemedicine company NuPhysicia, to offer telemedicine services to the
offshore oil and gas industry.
People working on offshore oil platforms
will be able to access high standards of medical
care by satellite, for both routine check-ups and
emergency support.
The service is charged at a flat fee per day
per person, including the hardware, satellite
communications and attention of doctors.
This will provide them with much faster
medical attention; it will also save costs for the
company, because they will be able to check
whether or not it is necessary to send someone
to a hospital in a helicopter before calling the
helicopter out.
A special piece of equipment is fitted on
the offshore oil platform, which includes a
videoconferencing system for patient to doctor
communication; a digital stethoscope for heart
and lung exams; and additional scopes for examining inside ears, nose, wounds or skin le-

sion; access to electronic medical records using
secure standard or wireless networks.
The system packs into a suitcase that conforms to airline carry on luggage requirements.
NuPhysicia is a spin-off project from the
University of Texas, and two of the founding
partners are medical physicians.
The CEO of the company has a medical
background and went on to work in medical informatics.
The company has been providing
telemedicine for several years to cruise lines,
Antarctic polar services, prisons, and rural parts
of Texas.
"We can listen to the heart and lungs, look
at the skin, examine the eyes," says Dr Oscar
W Boultinghouse, a practising doctor who
serves as senior vice president for telemedicine
program development and primary care services at NuPhysicia.
"It's parallel to what you would find in a
physicians office."
"You can have scheduled appointments,

such as for disease surveillance, chronic disease
management,"
Dr Boultinghouse says that this is a good
time to roll out telemedicine to offshore oil platforms, as more satellite bandwidth becomes
available, there is increased acceptance of
telemedicine, and oil and gas companies struggle finding people to work offshore.
"We are trying to get to the doctor's office delivered by satellite connectivity," says
Lars Eliasson, director of global operations for
Rignet.
"We want to bring quality services to remote employees, wherever they are in the
world."
The system needs access to 256 kbps
communications speeds, but does not transmit
this much data all the time when it is running.
"It's a misconception a lot of people have,
that you're running at the same speed all the
time," says Mr Eliasson.
www.rig.net

SMi present their 10th Annual Conference on…

E&P Information and Data Management

Lead Sponsor and
Host of Drinks Reception

5th & 6th February 2008, Radisson SAS Portman Hotel, London, United Kingdom
Boosting business performance and knowledge: a comprehensive update on recent
issues, developments and best practice in E&P Data & Information Management

Gold Sponsor

Silver Sponsor

PLUS TWO HALF DAY INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

AM: Searching for E&P Information
and Visualising the Results

PM: E&P Information Data Mining,
Mashing and Visualising

7th February 2008, Radisson SAS Portman Hotel,
London, United Kingdom
In association with Flare Solutions

7th February 2008, Radisson SAS Portman Hotel, London,
United Kingdom
In association with Hampton Data Services

Associate Sponsor

This forum will enable you to:

The excellent speaker line-up includes:

• Hear about real life examples of implementing wide-ranging
change in information and data management systems
• Discover how to optimise your E&P operations through
information management
• Benefit from hearing experts discuss how information and data
management can become more “user friendly”
• Understand how data quality can be ensured
• Learn about E&P recruitment and retention strategies from
industry leaders in the field
• Maximise your knowledge of how to overcome the challenges
facing the E&P industry
• Gain insight into how to best ensure a return on investment in
your data management infrastructure
• Meet and network with leading industry players and raise the
profile of your company

• Al Kok, Well Data Management Group Leader, Exploration Data Management Division,
Saudi Aramco
• Andrew Marks, Chief Information Officer, Tullow Oil
• Agustin Diz, Director of Technical Information Management, Repsol YPF
• Franz Schmidt, E&P Divisional CIO and Head of IS Delivery, Petrom SA
• Clay Harter, Chief Technology Officer, OpenSpirit Corporation
• Katya Casey, Global Applications and Information Management Lead, BHP Billiton
• Marco Piantanida, Technical Leader, Business Applications Group, ENI E&P
• Fabio Feneri, Technical Leader, SW & Data T/S, ENI E&P
• Thierry Gregorius, Head of Exploration Data Management & Geomatics, Shell International
Exploration & Production
• Hans Tetteroo, Geoinformation Consultant, Shell E&P Europe
• Steve Cooper, Senior Director, Professional Services, IHS Energy
• Jerry Hubbard, Executive Vice President, Business Development, Energistics
• A K Tyagi, Regional Data Manager, Mumbai Region, ONGC

To see the full programme visit www.smi-online.co.uk/explorationdata11.asp
To reserve your place call Andrew Gibbons on +44 (0) 20 7827 6156 or email: agibbons@smi-online.co.uk
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Innovating E&P
information management
Kadme is one of the leading providers of Information
Management software and services to the oil and gas ind us tr y.
We have a proven track record in the planning, deployment and
management of information systems up to the scale of multiterabyte National Data Repositories.
Inspired by current Internet technologies, we deliver modern
software solutions for enterprise search and retrieval, knowledge
management and workflow integr atio n.

Services
> National and Corporate data repositories
> Analysis and design of IM policies
> Project management
> Infrastructure management
> Spatial data management
> GIS training for E&P professionals
> ESRI ArcGIS custom development

Products
> K-search - E&P Enterprise search engine
> K-map - web-based GIS browser
> K-view - Server-side data preview engine
> K-commerce - E-commerce solution for G&G data
> K-project - Interpretation projects browser
> ESRI ArcGIS tools
> E&P data packages for North West Europe

www.kadme.com

